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Abstract

This paper folio provides a ~\'iew oftbe cUITenl literature on reading disability in an
effon to bring together

~Ie...ant

information for ~ts and practitioners

disabled children. The fl1'S1 section.

R~ading and

Reading

and analysis of normal reading development and then

USC'

Disabili~·. will

""w work ""ith reading
begin with a dt:fmition

this as a point of ~fttence to

conceptualize reading disability. its development as well as its distinction from garden

varie~'

poor reading. The seeond seetion of this folio. Definition and Identification of Reading
Disability. ""ill discuss the emergence of reading disability from the field ofleam.ing disabilities.
the

id~ntification and

measmement of reading disability as well as problems ....ith current

definitions and identification procedures. The final section of this folio. Early Identification.
[nte",:ention and Remediation. ""ill focus on prevention. early inteT'\'ention and/or ~mediation of
reading. disability in young children. :\dditionally. it ""ill make suggestion for parents and
proresslonals who work \\ith readinG disabled children.
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Sectioa I

Readiar; aDd ReadiDr; Disability
The first sepnent of this paper folio is an ~uminationoftbe development of normal
reading skills. Thc indh"dual components of reading are delineated and an analysis of reading
disability. its components and dc\'clopment. is considcred. This section concludes ....;th a
discussion of thc distinction betwccn reading disablcd and generally back....'atd readcrs and
detcnnincs that thc child with a reading disability is subStantially. though not complctely.
different from other poor readers.
NonfUll R~llding

\\nile listening. and speaking arc nanuaJ. biological processes. reading......riting and
:ipdling. are not l Bi"3dy 8:.

~oats.

19Q7: Fletcher. 1994: lyon. 1998: Sha~.....;tz.. 1999: SWIO\;ch

&. Sio:gel. IQQ..I: Vdlutino &. Scanlon. 19Q81. For reading to develop. there must be systcmatic.
explicit inslrUction. Reading beg.ins \ery early in life. long before a child cnters school. Resean:h
has demonstrated a strong positive relationship between the amount and quality of early language
and literacy inh::r::lct;ons and experiences and the acquisition of thc linguistic skills necessaJ:' (or
re3ding. For reading to develop the child must possess phonemic a.....areness and other
phonological processing skills. This is not an
not

asil~

~-

wk because the separate speech sowtds are

distinguishable due to 3 procl$S call~ co-aniculation. When unering 3 ",..o n! such as

-0:3'-. ..ml~ .:In<

sound is heard. Ho.....e\·er. this word contains three phonemes. lltc English

language requires thc reader to connect print to speech. linking the 26 leners of the alphabet wilh
the 44 phonemes .....hich comprise our language. This linkage beTWeen wrinen spellings and the
phonemes of spoken .....ords is kno.....n
~

as the a1phabt:tic principle and its development is crucial to

acquisition of reading skills. Once acquirecl this alphabetic principle must be practiced to the:

point of aulomaticit}· so that most of a child's ancntion and memory can be allocaled 10 the'

WKiemanding of what is read. instead of focusing intently 00 the sound/symbol relationships
which compri~ each word (lyon. 19981.
According to Adams ( 19901. reading is a process of gctting meaning from print which
in....olves a complex systcm of skills. strategies and knowledge interacting simultancously 10
produce this meaning. Accurate and effortless word idcntification. the central component of
skilled reading. is useless in and ofitself{VeUutino. Scanlon & Tanzman. 1(94). It becomes
me:utingful only when it is combined \l.ith a system of complementary knowledge 3nd acti\'iocs
which ntSults in comprehension. the end prodUCt of rcKiing {Adams, 19901. This comprehension
IS

lacililalo:d when spurred on by a child"s interest.. moO\lItion and active anention. in

combination with 3dequalc background knowledge. Vellutino ct al. further argue that ease: ot"
word identification must also be combined \l.ith adequate language comprehension in order to
produce comprehension of printed material.
in do:scribing. reading as a circul3r acti....ity. "'dams 119901 states that -if we want children
to learn to read well. we must lind a \,;ay 10 induce them to read lots.- She fwther asserts thai -if
we ""lUlt to induce children 10 read lots. we must t~h them to read weir (p. 51. If we want
..:hildren to acquire the ability and disposition to read freely and frequently, and to ensure tba1
they ba\'e ready access

(0

the information and pleasures of prinL not only as children but also as

adults. \A;e must initially teaCh them

(0

read effecti....e1y. and then induce them 10 read copiously 10

hone these skills. The most effecti....e way to eI1SW'e that reading develops as a utilitarian as well
as a pleasurable acti\it}· is to expose chil~n. in the early stages of reading developmenL to a
producti\·c system of acquiring the subskills required for fluent reading and to be alert to any

deviations in this acquisition process (Snow. Bums & Griffin. 1988). Once these skills begin to
develop. encouraging and refining
chil~n

ente1'" adulthood with the

~

lhrnugboUl the elementary school years will

p~uisites ~ . 10

~

thai

productively contend \\o-ith the world

via the prim mode.
Co,"pon~nlSof R~tld;ng

Reading is not a single skill. Rather. it comprises a nwnber of pans which are

001

discrele. but which.. according to Adams t 19901. -grow 10 and from one another- in a reciprocal
relationship.....ith each sp«it'ic skill area alternately facililating and benefitting fwm

t.~

::ro\....~1o:

of another area. .-\s such. skilled reading involves the simultaneous coordination of onhographic.
se:mantic. synlactic and phonological knowledge and processes. and entails the relatively
compkte: processing of each individuallener of print (Adams. 1990: Siegel. 1993b). Skilled
reading h:Js 1U0 primary components. word fttognition and comprehension. both of .....hich
depend •.m sophistic:uc:d syruactic abilily......orking memory lBerninger &: Abbott. 1994: Siegel.
'1:)q3b: Sl3.tIOvich.. Sio:gel & Gonardo. 1997: Vdlutino el
Hinchl~.

at. 1994) and fluency {Lcvy &:.

19Q()t It is the interactive combination of these components and subslcills which

produce:s the: be:ha\"iour we call reading.
Rapid. contexHfee word recognition which Badian I 1993) sees as characteristic of
skilled reading.. is the identification of indh-idual words in the text and can be arrived at via two
routes. the grapheme:phoncmc COR\'c1'5ion route and thc wbole word identification route. The
graphcmo:. phoneme convCf"Si~n routc enables the readcr to draw on hislhcr knowledge of
sound s~mbol relationships 10 sound out the parts of each ncw word and thcn synthesize these
separ.uc pans into a recognizable word. This is a much slower process than the whole word

identification route which enables the fCIdtt to access his mental store: of previously encoun~
.....ords to instantly identify a word on sight alone (Adams. 1990: Siegel &: Ryan.. 19SB).
S~ntactic

al,l,1U'eTless. or sensitivity to the grammarical stI'UCtU:reS of the language.. enables

the reader to use context by sensitizing himlher to the predictability of the text. thus facilitating
comprehension. lJ.·orking

memo~·

allows <he child to simultaneOUSly decode individual spelling.

sound combinations into oev.' words. identify words previOUSly encountered. remember what has
just been read. draw on bac:k.@rOuod mowledge.. and predict the upcoming text to derive meaning
from what is being react Fluency......h.id' enables the rapid decoding ofoew words and the almost
instant:me:ous recognition of previously

~n

.....ords. enhances a reader's working memor:·. thus

allowing him·her to process more teXL make more cOMCCtiOns and derive meaning more quickly
(rom prinl.

The

D~lopmen1 of Reading

Fluent re:lding skills de..·elop quickly in the average child over tble 7.9 year age range
I Si~eL I 993a: Siegel &. Ryan. 19881. but the foundations or reading actually begin much earlier

in life as the child listens 10 nursery
~

rh~mes,

stories and sones and engages in other language·

acti\·itid. thus becoming familiar I,l,ith the rhythm and sound patterns of the language in

his her ~"lronmenl (Varu:ien.. ~!::!....-n &. Siegel. 19951. Thesoe researchers bave detennincd that

then: is

3.

strong relationship

betv..~

the acquisition of the SOW'ld patternS of the language and

early reading ability. This initial oral language development sets the: stage for the attainment of
reading skills in the early primary years. As the child continues to expand hiYber language
abilities s.-be begins to develop phonological a.....areness .....hicb is the realization that language can
be segmented

rlISt intO words. then into syllables and finaUy into phonemes. This leads to the

development of phooemic a ....-areness ..... hicb.. aa:ording to To~ (1997) and Wagner and
Torgescn (1987) is one's sensiti\;ty to or explicit awareness ofme phooologicaJ

~

of the

words in one's language and involves the ability to notice, think about and manipulate the
indi\·idual sounds in words. They funher assen that phonemic a\lo'af'CflCSS comprises tv,o things:
\allcaming that words can be divided intO segments Of50UOds smaller than a ~'Ilable
Iphonemes I. and Ibl learning about individual phonemes themselves. Put simply. phooemic
3WarencsS

enables the child to recognize that segments of spoken words can be manipulated. as

in nUlS.:r,.

rh~mes.

These prercading skills continue to evoh"e throughoUt the preschool years and inlo the
e;:arly pnmar: grades with a corresponding grou,th in phonological

aw~ness. This

phonological

au.areness leads to the acquisition of the more lormallearning of the alphabetic principle which
.:nables the child to recognize that spoken .....ords can be represented by print. This piece of
knowledge readily sets the stage for the acquisition of graphemeiphoncme conversion rules: that
IS

die: de:\ dopme:nl .,( sound s~mbol relationships which is the basis for d~oding skills. This

gi\cs th.: ..:hild tho: ability to crack th.: code so that Sine can figure out unkno.....n .....ords by
~bling

himhcr to sound OUI

complex and does not involve

me various parts of thai word. Because the
simpl~

En@Jish language is

a one-to-one cOrTCSpondence between letters and sounds.

the acquisiuon of rules is a complex process and oct:urs most dliciently foUo1Aoing systematic
instruction and repeated encountom with prinl IAdams. 1990: Chall. 1967. 1983. 1997: Siegel.
1993bl. This knowledge. coupled u.ith increases in sight \·ocabu.laryand the child's store of
background knowledge. results in die activity knou.n as reading (Vandervelden & Siegel. 1995J.
Dc~ndeoco:

on the \·arious reading suategies changes as the child develops more fluent

reading skills. The beginning reader depends primarily on grapbemelpboneme conversion skiUs
to facilitate the rapid decoding of individual words. As reading ability develops.

the usc of sight

\'ocabul~' as

sIbe S'Aoiu:bc:s to

the predominant method of word recognition. HO....'e\·er. the skilled

reader re\'ens 10 the use of phonics. hislher explicit knowledge of grapbemeJcOn\'ers1on rules.
..... h~ne\"er ne..... words are encountered 1Bruck. 1988: Siegel &. Ryan. 1988). 11l.i.s two-pronged
approach to reading continues into adulthood. ....ith the skiUed reader making use of the specific
suate~-

which best suits his/her needs at any particular time (Bruck.. 1993b).
R~lldilfg DistIbilily

Re:1dir.g problems range from a mild delay to a seven: inability to acquire the cognitive

3tId psychological processes
th~

lenns. readin£
Jisorder
I

necessaJ'~" for

reading. However. it is onl~· ....-hen the acquisition of

processes is significantly interrupted mat we use the term reading disability. In its simplest

In

disabilit~

is a failure to learn to read or to read fluently and is conceprualized as a

\'.ord rccol:Jlition or single .....ord decoding and noc a problem of comprehension

Brady &: \1oat5. 19<17: Sha~ ......itz &: Sha~"""·itz. 1994: Spear·SwerHng &: SternbcJi. 1995l. The

Iiccralurt: on

~\'ere

reading problems

~

the terms "reading disability" and "dysle.xia"

inten:h.angeably to deno~ a condition of seven: impairment or complete inabi1i~' to acquire
fluent reading skills lBadian. 1994: Vellutino &: Scanlon. 19981. In keeping with this practice.
th~

t\\"o terms ....ill be used

~"T1Onymouslyin

this paper.

Components of R~ading Disabilit)·
Bruck ( 1988) suggested that the major defmith'e feature of dyslexia "'as the atypical rate
Ilf acquisition of s~ific. reading-relah:d co~ti"e proccsscs. namely phonological and syntactic
a.....areness and .....orking memory. During the past ten to fifteen years. resean:b bas confumed this

finding and further delineated the \"3l10US components of reading failure. Countless studies have
towtd thai it is primarily a phonological c~ deficit whicb lies at the bem of reading disability
IBadian. IQQ.4: Bruck. 1993a: Elbro. 1999: L.:ru.ox & SiegeL 1993: Ptan k Brady. 1988: Rac:1.: &
Olson.

1~3:

Shafrir& Siegel. \l}q4b: SiegeL \993a: Siegel & Ryan. 1988. \989: Stanovich.

198630 1988. 1989b. 1993: Wagner & Torgesen.. 1987). This deficit in phonological processes is
part of a larger inability to bandle various aspects of language. both receptive and e.xpre:ssive

(Elbro. 1999: G!'OSSC'n. 1997: Siegel. 1993a: Siegel & Ryan.. 1988). and emerges concurm1t1y
with spct:ific deficits in syntactic awareness. also referred to as grammatical sensitivity t Elbro.
19QQ; SiegeL 1993b: Siegel & Ryan. 19881. and [0 a lesser degree in onhographic processing
tBadian.

19Q~:

Bruck. \993a: Stano\'ich & SiegeL 1994). More rrcen[ research has also

Implic310ed r:lpid serial naming speed in reading disability (Badian. 1997: BowClS & Wolf. 1993:
Elbro. 19W: lo\·en. 1995:

~eyer.

Wood. H3rt & Felton. 1998: Scarborough. 1998). According

to Elbro:md Badian.. rapid serial naming speed is:l ::cgnitive·linguistic skill which gauges speed
of access to lhe sounds of words in the mental lexicon and allows for the rapid rerrieval of the
spoken reti::rent tor a visual stimulus. Tasks 10 measure this skill usually consist oflhe
pr~nlation of a

series of pictures of e\'~'day obje<:ts which the child is required to name in the

shortest time possible. Semantics. which pcnains 10 the meaning inherent in a language. poses
problems ror a small group of dyslexics ""ith SC'\"erc:ly impaired phonological awareness abilil)'
and a complete inability to read pseudowords (phonologically correct nonwords). However. it
appears that semantic skills remain fairly inlaCt in all other reading disabled children (Siegel.
1993b I" These language difficulties. in combination with deficits in working memory (Elbro.
1999: Pran &

Brad~".

1988: Siegel k Ryan. 1989: Slanovich. 19800.). constitute the duster of

symptoms v.fucb characterize reading disability.
Plloftolog;c,,} processa

.~lhough then:

is gcnetal consensus among researcbets that

pbonologic:al pmccsses are critical 10 the development of fluent reading ability. alternate: ...i ews
exist regarding the exact ~ and timing of Ihe relationship between the development of
phonological processes and the acquisition of reading skills. MoS! researchers. including Badian
I I994\. Bruck (1993bl. Lennox and Siegell1993bl. Plan and Brady (\988). and SWlovich
t

I986b I. belie\·e that while the development of reading ability fosters the growth of phonological

proccsscs. there is a reciprc.ca.l and largely causal relationship between phonological processes
;md the development of re3ding skills. lbey further contend that phonological awareness.
specifically phonemic awareness. is an essential. but insufficient (Brady &: Moats. 1997)
prerequ.isite to the growth of reading skills. This relationship. which fosters the :>"Oung child's
ability to learn spellinglsound relationships. forms the basis of our alphabetic reading system
IBruck.. 1993bl. It thus appears there is a bidirectional as well as an interactional relationship
bo::tweo:n the development of phonological procoesscs and learning to read. Pmn and Brady
describo:: this relationship as a circular one. They argue: that a dc:grtt of phonological awareness
must exist bet'"cK-r sound/symbol relationships can be acquired. Knowledge of these relationships
leads to early reading acquisition which further augments the de,,·elopment of phonologic:al

processes.
Bruck. 11993b) states that an inability to develop spelling/sound relationships. stemming
from inadequate phonological a.....areness leads 10 a meager knowledge of graphemc:Jphoneme
relationships. which she describes as the: primary deficit in dyslexia. Liberman (1998 l. Rack and
Olson t 19931. Shafrir and Siegel CIQ9.l.bJ. Siegel t 1993a).

To~esen (1997)

and Vellutino and

Scanloo (1998) coocur with Brock's assessment ofrbe primary deficit in dyslexia and state that
pbonological skill deficiencies associated \loith phonological coding deficitS. which result in
problems in connectiog the spoken and ....Tinen .....ord forms. underlie ruding disability" This. in
tum. leads to inadequate .....ord recognition .....hich comprises the core of reading disability. Siegel
further assertS that

pbo~c aW'a~ness.

or the ability to recognize the basic phonemic segments

of the language. is a critical compootot of phonological processing. and that difficulties with
phonemic awareness lead to reading problems. Badian (1994) concurs with this analysis and
further Slates that explicit a.....a~ness of the phonemic units in I ~ is a prerequisite to
understanding that letters correspond to phonemes. Without this kno.....ledge. the ch.ild is unable
10 acquire

th~ sound!s~mbol relationships

.....hich are the basis of our alphabetic reading system

:md :I. n«~~ pM:W'SOr of fluent reading.. The result is dyslexia.

Languagl! dl!ficirs. Phonological processing deficits......hich are generally recognized in
the literature as the core of reading disability. stem from
usuall~ preced~ and

are often

causa1l~

underl~'ing language

deficiencies which

related to reading problems lBrady & Moats. 1997: Cans

&. Kabmi. I qqQ: Shafrir & Si~geL 1QQ4a: Siegel. IQ93a. bl" Siegel and Ryan (1989)

conceptualize reading disability as the culmination of deficits in a variety of language skills
including phonics and synta.x. Pran and Brady t 19881 contend that the difficulties ofpoor readers
are specific to the language requirements of \-ar10US taSks demanded by the reading situation and
thaI these language abilities are unrelated to performance on intelligence tests but positively
correlated \l.ith a person"s skillle\"el in reading. \·ellutino el a1. 119Q4l concur with other
researchers in determining that adequate facility in word identification is a prerequisite to
adequate facility in reading comprehension. and that one's ability to read is dependent on

10
adequate language comprebmsion. Other than phonological awareness. the- language skill \\'hich
is most critical to the development of fluent reading is S)1nac:tic a\\-arcness.

Syntactic tlwarenas. Syntactic awareness is defined as the ability to understand basic
grammatical strUctureS oflanguage ISiegd. IQ93bl. Siegel and Ryan (1989) contend that during

reading the brain's execctivc function remc\'e5 information about syntax. word meanings and/or
phonological roles and uses this information to derive meaning from what is being read.

Syntactic a\,l;arCnes5 men. makes its o....n unique contribution to reading. and. when deficiencies
.exist in this skill area. to furling disabili~' as well.
\1051 researchers agree that skills in this area are important to reading acquisition. ""ith
deiiciencies positively com:latc:d \\ith reading problems. Shafrir and Siegel ( 19IMbl found thai
children ""ith phonics skills deficits and word recognition problems scored significantly lo.....er
than

oormall~

3ehic\ing children on syntactic as well as phonological processes. Vellutino et al.

II Qq41 and Vdlutino and Scanlon' 19'J81 3Jso determined that phonological.
~mantic abilities

~nw:tic and

are crucial determinants of facility in .....ord recognition. but that each carry

different weights at different stages of reading development. They explain that phonemic
:lWareness :LSswnes a more significant role in the initial stages of reading than

~nw:tic

:lWatend.S: howe.. er. the relatl\'e contribution ofeach is fC"'·ersed in later reading acquisition.
Thus. it appeaB that a1thou&h the contribution of ~ntaetic skill deficiencies to reading disability
up 10 the rod 01 the dementary school ~ears is significanl. such deficiencies appear to playa
much grnter role in more

ad\"anc~ re3ders.

It also appears that while

s~ntactic awareness

problems are easily remediated in many beginning readers. leading to the question of whether
such deficiencies are causal or correlational. resulting from long standing problems in rcJding.

11
~.

continue to pose significant problems for those who cannot be rQd.ily ~atcd with earl,-

inteT'\'ention me~ (Vellutino & Scanlon. t998). II is also not known at this time whethC'r
such problems persist intO adulthood and contribute to reading disability beyond the intermediate
school years (SiegeL t993bl.
Ortllagraplric procas~. Orthographic processing appears to make its 0 ....1\ particular

co:uribution to dndent word recognition (SiegeL 1993b: Vellutino et al.. 1994) and
subscquentl,. to fluent reading. According to the laner rc:searcbets.. orthographic coding remains
3D

ilI-detlned construct which is difficult to operationalitt and thus measure. Nevenhe1ess Siegel

defines this linguistic skill as ·"the understanding afme wrineo conventions afthe language and
the correct.:lnd. incorrect spellings ofwords.- (p.

~61

Regardless oflM difficulty in defining this concept. it is generally recognized among
r~hc:rs that

onhographic processinl! difficulties are

~'ident

in most reading disabled

children. Sunovich I \9881 IOund indications of e:ureme difficulty in acquiring a sight word
\"oc3bui;u: on ;) \"isuaJlorthographic basis among a numlxr of dyslc::tic children. More recenl
r~~arch

.. onduc!~d by Badian II '1'14.

1~7\

found thai all

d~"sle:tiC/discrepant

poor readers

ldefined as children ....ith an IQ .....hich is equal to or grealer!han 80 and a. word reading standard
score which is greater than 15 standard score points below the expected reading level). regardless
of \"erbaI IQ le\·e1clo..... average to superior).

consistend~· displayed

a

~

weakness on simple

orthographic processing lllSks. Badian also ad\·ocates placing much greater emphasis on the role
of orthographic processes in reading disability" This is evidenced by her inclination to lake
Bowers· and V."olf s 11993\ double deficit hypothesis \.....hich proposed phonological and naming
speed deficits as central

(0

d~"slex..ia; one

Step funher by adding an onbogra.phic processing deficit

10 the core combination ofdeficits already outlined by these n::sean:hen.
Badian 119Q4. 199n also delemlined thai the degree of weakness in onbograpby among
reading disabled children was

I10t

found in those labeled garden variety poor ~ by Gough

:md T unmer II q861 and described as children who are generally de\'elopmenla1ly delayed in
man~

areas including reading and other cognitive skills and functioning in the below average

range ofabili~·. Badian also identified a subgroup of reading disabled children who display
deficiencies in orthographic processing only. This CODuasts sharply IA.'ith most re3ding disabled
child.--en ""hose primary deficit is in me area of pbooological processing with deficiencies in other
skill areas. indrJding onhographic processing.
Fun.~nnore.

Rack and Olson II99j) contend that orthographic procGSing abilities are

not hen table :md 3ppoear 10 be more relaled 10 en\'ironmenla1 factors than genetics. Shafrir and
Siegel l 1'N4al agIee with this position and state that print exposure may be a critical factor in
Je\"doping. sensiti\"ity to onhogrnphic cues. perhaps explaining why garden variety poor readers
do nOI e\"idence the same problems in this area as those with a reading disability. Siegel (I Q9jbl
iunher confirms the contribution of em"ironmental factors 10 orthography in a recent study which
compared lhe use of orthographic cues in dyslexic poor reackrs to that of younger children who
3R:

re3ding at the same level. "'ben compared \l,ith this group. dyslexic children show superior

J.bili~

to

in melT use of onbographic cues. This suggests thallhe increased level of ability relative

~-ounger children

reading at the same le\'el is due primarily to the amount of print exposure

dyslexic children ha\"e had in comparison to these younger children. This superiority in
onhog.raphic processing does not exisL howe\"er. when dyslexic readers are compared with their
chronological age malC$. This finding. whicll strongly suggests that this cognitive ability is
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susceptible to ell\;ronmental factors. has implications for remediation \A,ith reading disabled
children.

&tnJUllic procrssa. Enlikc pboDOlogica1 and syntattic processing abilities. semantic
processes ap~ to remain l"(:lativcl~ intact in most reading disabled children. Siegel (1993bl
makes this detennination as the resull of analyses of errors made by dyslexic children on two
ty~s

oflaSks: (al reading of words b isolation and (b) reading of complex sentences 'o\i.th

semantic errors. Y,'hen reading words in isolation. Siegel found that most dyslexics substituted
phoneuca.lly similar words. as did nonnally achieving childml. but with a lesser degree of
acc~

than the laner group. On 1M second tasL:... dyslexic childreD performed as well as

normall~

achie,"ing children. This conttasts sharply ",ith laSks when: corteetion of syntax is

required and strongly suggestS that the difficulties experienced by dyslexics in processing.
synlactic information

d~s

not extend inlo me area of ~mantic processing.

While S(:mantic processing appears to be intact in most reading disabled children.. Siegel
I I99:;bl determined that a small group of dyslexic children docs make semantic errors when
rading words OUt of context. Such children substitute words which are similar in meaning but
n<'It phonolO£~

to the targ.et word when re3ding .....ords in isolation. They were characterizecl as

bemg e:'\~d~ deficicnl in phonolog:tcal processitl£: skills and unable to read C"o'cn one

psc:udo\.\ord. This is in contrasl to many dyslexic as well as normally achieving children who Me
more likely to substitute phonetically similar .....ords for unidentifiable ones. It appears thaI only
dyslexic children make such errors. and further that only a small proportion of all dyslexics make
errors such as these. This indicates lhat the grapheme'phoneme conversion rules are not utilized
and likely th'l( phonological processing abilities are

~irtually nooexistem:

(SllUlo..icb &:. Siegel.
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1994).
M~mo,.)' pTOCI:SSU:

wortmr turd shorf tU1fL While there is little disagreement among

researchers regarding the ~. role of phonological processing deficiencies in reading
disability. ~. acknowledge thaI. other deficiencies exist "'ilich hamper the development of
fluent reading in children ....ith dyslexia. Spedfica.lly. deficiencies in memory proces~. both
shon-tcnn and working memory. further complicate the process ofrcading acquisition for
dyslexic children. Sicgel and Ryan (1989) defined working memory as the

momen~' storage

of

information while other cognitive tasks are being carried out. It involves the holding in shenterm mem0t: of ~"'eral pieces of information while simultaneously retrieving additional
infonnation from long.lem1 mc:m0t:. 'o\,ith the pieces in teU1pornry storage e:..tremcly subject to
decay. Reading is a high.1y cognitive function which requires an individual to retrieve
~phcmc

phoneme information and onhogT'3phie representations. and simultaneousl~'combine

thiS with his. her background

bl:ing read.

[I

knowl~ge ..... hile

is thus nOl difficult to

Stt

remaining cognizant of the I.:On.I:X1 of what is

the impact that faulty memory can have on the

de\-dopment or fluent reading skills.

\\ben In\"estigating the

memo~-

process of reading disabled chil<hn.. Siegel and Ryan

(19891 found. thai children l4;lh a reading disability demonstrated a generalized deficit in working

memo,:-. This '411$ e\;dent DOt only in lan~uage but also in counting. These researchers also
found thaI reading disabled children. when compared to nonnaJly achieving children as well as
children '4;th an arithmetic disability or attention deficit disorder. showed deficits or slower
pertormance on short-term memory taSks as well. Pratt and Brady (1988) determ.ined that these:
deficits in mtemo~· processes hamper the ability of the reading disabled child to manipulate
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pbooemes likely because such taSks place a burden on the verbal shon-term

m~ory prncesscs..

another recognittd area of impairment for reading disabled children. This faulty
mano~-·phonology

interaction funher hampers the acquisition of fluent reading skills in reading

disabled children. More recent research conducted by Zeffiro and Eden C!OOO) bears out the role
oimemory processes in dyslexia. including problems -,vim verbal and shan-term memory (Brady
&: MoalS. 1997: Libcnnan. 1998: Scarborough. 1998).
RllPid serilll "tunilrg speed. Recent resean:h bas implicated an additional factor. rapid
serial naming

~

in reading disability (Bowers & Wot( 1993: Liberman. Shankweiler &:

Liberman. 1Q89: O'Connor &: Jenkins. 1997 I. Bowen and Wolf found thaI the

~ng

ability of

dllidren \l.uh a mpid serial naming speed deficit was moce compromised than lhat of children
without dlis deficit. Badian' s 19Q7 research into Utis area has borne out the presence of a naming
speo::d deficit :unoog the poorest readers. More recently Scarborough (19981. in his longitudinal
stud~

or" ~cond-and eighth-grade children with reading disabilities. determined that se,-eraI

delicits in phonemic a\\<trene5s. verbal memor~" and rapid serial naming speed as w~1I as IQ were
stablc over the si." year span. This rcsean:h also determined that a child at grade t¥o'o who
.:\·icknced deficits in rapid serial naming. speed would later be identified as
~k~er et

readin~ disabled.

a1. 119981 arrived at similar findings in !heir study of two di£femn longitudinal

samples. each evaluated at gralks three. ti\'c. and eight. They found that for the poor readers.
rapid ~riaJ naming speed ....<15 highly correlated ....ith future word identification. They also found
that lor these poor readers phonemic awareness and lQ were not effectivc predictors. A study by

Loven 11995) of children ages 5e\'en to thineen years diagnosed as having severe reading

disability. e.umioed how children v.ith rapid serial naming speed deficits. as opposed to children
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"ith phonological awareness deficits or children "'1tb both dcficilS. responded to remedial
effons. She determined that both groups of children with rapid serial naming spttd deficits
responded similarly and more poorly than the group ....ith the phonological awattness deficitS.
These lindings were similar to those of Korhonen (19911 who concluded from his study of third

grade stUdents \l,ith deficits in rapid serial naming speed that this group. when compared to other
children ",im ruding difficulties. had made the least progress by grade six.
Despil~

the converging c\idence supponing the use uf rapid serial naming speed ddicits

in identifying those .....ho ",ill continue to experiences ~ing difficulties. several questions
remain 35

highlighl~

by the 1997 sludy

which pro,"idcd e..-idence [0 the

ofTorg~

contlar~;. ~

Wagner. Rashonc. Burgess and Hecht

researchers conduc~ predictive analyses from

Sle'Cond to founh grade and from third to fifth grade in a sampk of ~3 poor readers which fonned

the bonom ::!O perttnt of a group of ~ 15 children who were follov.'e'd from

~ttgarten

to grade

tive. These analyses found thaL ....im IQ I:ontrolled. rapid serial naming speed predicted reading
abilil~.

but thaI phQncmic a.....areness was a much strongcr predictor. Torgesen et al. speculated

thai this

ma~

bo: due to the fact that thc temporal stability of ~ g scores over the two-year

period was much higher than thai of other samples of poor readers in that none of this group
~ho .... ed

much improvemenl relati\-e 10 nonns. and might e:'l:plain

~ily

rapid serial naming speed

had linte impact on thc outcome. Howcver. all these findings suggest that children who
demonstrate rapid serial naming speed deficits show thc least improvcmcnt over timc. and this
information. alonc. may pro\·c useful in helping. to idcntify those children who require greater
assistanCe than others ....ith reading disabilities who do not have this deficit.

Bo..... m; and Wol£( 1993) conc~\\'ith this

anal~-sis

in their proposal of the double deficit
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h~l'Othesis

in which they state that child.rcn with both pboooJogical and rapid sc:riaI naming speed

ddic-its \\ill be poorer readers than chi:dren ""'ilb only ODC

of~ deficits.

At tht: present time.

the e.uc:t nature of lhe relationship between rapid serial naming speed and ~g ability is
unclear. It is also unclear what types ofimcn:ention may be effecti\·c in remediating this
difficulryand improving reading skills in these children. The findings cited above address one of
the problems idenrified by Keough 11994} regarding a lack of sufficient longirudinaJ validation of

reading disability predictors and screening de\;ccs in ascenai.ning who will develop significant
reading delays. This i.:no\liledge would ha'"C \'alue in the \ODg term in identifying ~ wbe ",..i ll
continue to .:xhibit deficits in readin!; ability and ""'ill not go on to acquire flueru reading skills.
As .....ell. continued research into this area ""ill WKioubtably have important implications for early
identification and remediation of children \\im such deficits I Butler. 199Q).

Dpfe.l:ia - A

Lif~

There

IS

Long DisabilitJ

evidence 10 suggest that the phonological deficits and word reco@Jlition problems

<ll Jyskxic childn'n are ne\"er totally o\ert:ome. In beT won.: "'ith reading disabled adults. Bruck

,IQQ().

1Q9~.

IQq3al found that despite

~gnition and

phonological

~Iatin~ly high

processin~ deficits

lifo:span. She lktermined that the

d~'slexic's

levels

orreadingcomp~hension.the:

word

of reading. disabled children last throughout the

o\·er ~liance: on inadequate soW'ldl~mbol

correspondence rules and poor phonological skills inhibits the development of reliable
orthographic represenlauons of words. Thus. word

~ogni[ion does

not become automated. and

while the: adult dyslexic does read. 50 he: does so much more slowly and with much greater
difficulty than normal readers. Liberman. Rubin. Duques and Carlisle (19851. as well as Read
and RuytCf , 1985) drew the same conclusion as Bruck and

Su~eSl that

phonological awareness

18
ability continues to exert a strong influence on the reading sIcills ofadults as "'-ell as children..
Deficits in these

proc~

lead

[0

the persistence of sowu!tsymbol

corresponden~ problems

as

wdl as phonemic segmentation problems which persist into adulthood. As a resWL these adults
never

3cqwr~ th~

automatic decoding and .....ord recognition which distinguishes fluent readers

from those ....iili dyslexia (Elbro. 19991. Reading. for them. is always a much slower and more
laborious process than for nonnal readers. However. current longitudinal srudies employing early
identiricatio'l. 3tId intervention may. in the future. prove this to be true no longer.

Acquisition ofRcadiJIg Prounn: D)"slv;ics VenlU No",",,!}' Aclr;-jllf ClriJdrrll
Children who learn (0 read "",ithout encountering difficulties build on phonological
pnx:~s<:s and.. $ubs.:quentl~.

which k3ds
enablc:s

to

mosl

phonemic awareness to facilitate learning of tile alphabmc principle

decoding;md.1 rapidly expanding sight word \"ocabulary. This process. which

children

10

become l1uent readers by the end of their primax:" school yean. allows

normal readers to access words

primanl~

on a visual basis after four years of formal reading

insU'Uction l.-\dams. 19Q()1. However. this process is interrupted in the readinl! disabled child.
s.~

docs not quickly acquire phonological a"""lll'eneSS in the early years and consequently does

not d<;:'-dop faciliry \\ith phonemic awareness which leads. in skilled readcn. to the <te':elopn1lent
and applic31lon of th~ alphabetic

principl~. the

reading is characterized by increases in

basis of our lanl!l.I3I!e system. Whereas normal

grapbemetpbone~decoding

as

~II

as sight vocabulaI)-.

with ren:rsion to the use of decoding when unkno\\TI words are encountered. reading ability in
Tl;:ading disanled ch.i1dren is characterized primarily

b~-

increases in sight vocabulary with very

modest. gains in grapheme/phoneme rules (Adams. 19901. This is QOt to imply that reading
disabled childml do not 3!:quire phonological

~

and the alphabetic principle. They do.

I'
but a.t a much slower rate and to a lesser degree than other clUldrt:n (Bruck. 1993a). This delayed
acquisition of phonological processes impedes the development of rapid decoding and efficient

.....ord recognition skills and subsequently. tluent reading in dyslexic children.
~

reading profiles that distinguish dysle..'lic rearlc:ts in childhood also characterize this

population into adulthood. Current evidence strongly suggests that the: word recognition deficits

of dyslexic children persist into adulthood v.itb slow word recognition skills characteristic of
~oung adults

....ith a childhood diagnosis of dyslc.''l:ia. Even though adult dyslexics recognize a

range 01 words which is roughly equivalent to that of an average grade Sl.X srudent. they do not

us.: 3go:-appropriarc word recognition processes. They continue to rely hea\ily on inadequate
,;pelling sound inlormation.. and supplemc;J[ this with syllable and conrcxlinformation for word
recognition t Bruck.. 19901. In this regard. their panern of performance is similar to lhat of
~ginning skilled

readers and suggests lh31

arrest.

r.uher than delay or deviance:. charac:leTUcs the

.....ord recognition skills of adult dyslexics.

Conctptuali:Alion ofa R~ading DisabiJiry
.-\1 lhis point in the e"'olution of researc:h on reading

p3nu:ular. there

IS

dear e"idence to suggest thai reading

in general and reading disability in

abili~'

is pan ofa graded continuwn of

skills \\ hich extends at the lo.....er range from those .....00 ha,,'e few or no functional reading skills
to the upper ran~e \lotlere the skills of fluent readers ~ found (Elbro. 1999: Shaywitt. &
Shay"'112.. 1994; Siegel. 1989; Stanovich. 1988). \Vithin these extremes lie many variations in
reading ability and disabili~' including those referred 10 as reading disabled. It follows. then. that
reading disability also is not a discrete entity or distinctive syndrome (Spea.r·Swerling &
Sternberg. 19951..-\5 Brady and \1oalS (1997) and Elbro note. there: is no clear cut point on this
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continuwn of reading skills which e.xplicitly delineates

~

efficient reading ends and reading

disability begins. As such. the cutoff point is arbitrary and not defined by nature: but by
educational policies and operational definitions based upon specific criteria deemed critical to
this conccpL It is a universally accepted principle that dyslexia constitutes the lower end armis

graded conlinuwn of reading skills and is characterized primarily by phonological processing
ddicilS which significantly impede me work ofw word recognition module (Stano..ich &.
Siegel. 19941. Th~ researchers further suggest that the core of dyslexia lies at the word
recognition level ....ith the locus of flaw in the word recognition module. Vellutino and Scanlon
t I Q98, concur with this assessmem and state that reading disability is primarily a "';ord

recognition detidt which arises tTorn lack of phonoJogiC3l and phoneme

a~ness_

lo""en (1984l distinguished between two groups on this continuum in the reading
disabled
tho~

r.lJ1~c:

rone disabled and accuracy disabled readers. The accuracy disabled students were

who were unabk to accurately

identil~..

a word either through use of sight vocabulary or

phonic slioltel,ties. whik the rate disabled students could identify most words but did so much
more slowly and with significantly more difficulty than their age-matched peers. She speculated
that the rate disabled group is merely the accuracy disabled at a further point on the continuum or

perhaps at a later period in theirdevdopmenl.

~ac:Donald (1993)

agrees with lhis analysis and

states that rate disabled readers are formerly accuracy disabled readers "'ito have acquired

phonological awareness skills mat have not yet become automatized.
Bruck c [990 I maintains that the term arresl. rather than deviance or delay. best
characterizes the word recognition skills of dysle.:uc children. This is in sharp contrast to the
garden variety poor rt1der

who~ skills

arc better encompassed within the Developmental Lag

Tbeo~'

(Gough &. Tunmet'. 1986). This theory p:mula.tes thaI gankn variety poor readm 'hill

acquire reading processes but will do

50

at a much slo....'et' rate than fluent readers.

Reading Disability or Garden Variery Poor Reader
There has ~n significant controversy tor a long period of time in the literature
concerning whether a person with a reading disability is distinct from a person with a
de\'eiopmentallag in reading. referred to by Gough and Tunmer(1986) as the garden variety
poor reader. For a number of years researchers were unable 10 find substantial differenc:es
between these groups. and delCtTD.ined that all these children w;th reading problems were largely
homogoeneous. Sp«:ifica.lly. SiegeltlQ89a. 199:!l concluded that the dyslexic poor reader and the
g3rdoen ,-ariety poor reader did not differ in their cognitive performance. while Bruck IIQS8)
ad'":l.llced the theory that dyslexic and other children with reading difficulties did not use
"lualiuu\-dy dillerent processes to read and spell than did other children.
Today we recognize that theSe:

IWO

groups of children ....ith reading problems are

identiii:..ble according to the unique: characteristics exhibited by children ....ith each type of

reading abnonna1it~"IBadian. I~: StanO\;ch. 1993: Stanovich &: Siegel. 1Q94; Tal .t. Siegel.
19961. Their major similarily lies in the phonological processing deficits which hinder rapid.
automatic word recognition and pseudaword reading. This conclusion is ''erified by Tal and
Siegel as

th~

T6ean:hers found no differences bet.....een garden variety poor readers and

dyslexics in thdr analysis of the phonological processing and multisyllabic ",,~rd recognition
skills or" these two groups. Stano\-ich and Siegel found. bowever. that while garden variety poor
readers ha\-e pbonological processing problems in relation to proficieot readers. they have fewer
deficits in this area than reading disabled studems.

The parallel SlOps there. Researchers have identified critical differences betv.un these:
tWO groups of poor readers and acknowledge that the garden variety poor reader. in contrast 10
the reading disabled student. has deficits in a \\oider range of processes including reading
comprehension. Whereas the reading

disabl~ student

has deficits primarily in phonological

processing which leads lO subsequent deficits in word reco@Dition. w garden variety poor reader
has deficits in lhe phonological processes as well as in other arns involved in the comprehension

of language. both wrinen and spoken. Although the deficits of garden variety poor readers are
more per....asi..·c lha.n those of reading diS3bled children. Badian (1994) has ider:.tified anolber
..:ritical

ditTe~nce

between the two groups which works to the advantage of the fonner group.

The distinction lies in their

mastet:. of onhographic processes. Specifically. 8adian determined

Wt garden '·ariety poor readers do

DOt displ2.~· the

same degree of weakness in orthographic

processoes as reading disabled students. Shafrir and Siegel I 1994al agItt \\oilb this position and
:ilate that the greater amount of print e:'tposurc which makes the onhograplUc processes of
reading disabled stud.:nts superior to those of younger children who are functioning at the same
f':3ding le....d. docs not bring it on par with these processes in other poor readers.

..>u funher e,-idence of the dislincti....eness of these two groups of children \\oith reading
ddays. Francis.

Sha~.....itz.

Swebing and

Sha~"\.\i1Z t 19%1 anaI~"Zed

individual growth CW"'es to

dctetmine wnether the development of children "ith reading disabilities is similar to that of
garden \'ariCty poor readers. In essenc.:. they sought to delennine whether children with a reading
disability were best characterized by a de'l.'elopmentallag or deficit. Their research. which used

nine

yearl~

longitudinal assessments of a sample of 403

\\ith and \\oithout a discrepancy from

chi1~ classified

as ~g disabled.

10, as well as a normall~' achieving group. found that the

Ikvdopm~ntal
d~ficits. Th~y

course of rcadi.ng skills in children with reading disability is best charactcrizcd by

....'ere DOt merely lagging behind as .....ere

In addition to

d~fming

r~ading difficulti~s. ~s~arch
gard~n \"ari~IY

poor

OCCUB larg~ly as

has also taughl us thaL

r~aders as th~y

kno.....ledge which would

th~

prden variety poor readers.

critical differences ~n th~ two groups of children \\,-ith

fail to

O\'~r tim~.

l~am to r~ad

~nabl~ th~m 10 achi~\'~

reading disabled students

becom~

fluently and to use this skill 10 acquire

th~

higher IQ scores (Siegel. 1989a. 1992). This

a result of th~ aptitude-achievement discrepancy definitions employed to

identify those students who are reading disabled. Because they fail to acquire age...appmpriale
reading skills. the IQ scores of reading disabled childzcl dccttasc as they fall behind their age
mates in the \'erba! fluency ....·hich characterizes many tasks on [Q tests. thus lowering their IQ
and. in etTect. cre:uing garden \'ariety poor readers from these earlier reading disabled students.
Summary'
Readinl: is a process which usually de....elops during the primar:' school yean. \\,-ith
p~reading

Strategies and skills beginninG to develop much c3rlier in a child's life as Slbe

internalizes the language spoken around him/her. This enables tht: preschool child to extract !he
information .....hich \\,-ill facilitate his. her becoming a reader at tht: age of seven 10 nine
However. in

3.

~

significanl number of children. fluent reading skills are never acquired.. These

children often exhibil difficulties .....ith spokcn language and do not seem 10 readily develop
phonological awarencss as do most other young children. Subsequently. thcy do nOI acquire
phoncmic awareness nor discovcr the alphabetic principle. which cxplicitly andior implicitly
leads 10 knowledge of and facility \\,-ith the grapheme/phoneme conversion rules and the resulting
decoding skills which underpin fluent ruding ability. These childrm arc reading disabled.

Reading processes

~

also intmupted in other slow readers. However. th~ rmers

exhibit deficits in a much ....ider \..uiety of cognitive processes than those who are deemed to be
reading disabled. Their specific cluster of ~mptoms. while similar in some respects. is
sufficiently distinctive to make them distinguishable from those children identified as reading
disabled.

SectioD

n

DeliDitiOD aDd IdeDtific:atioD of RudiDC Disabilir,'
If ~e are to appropriately 5eI"'e the' population of reading disabled srudents,
define specifically

~hat

~e

must first

a reading disability is. and then detetm.ine how 10 identify students y,;th

these characterislics" A review of the litef1lture suggests this is no easy taSk as multiple
delinilions ha.."e been proposed.. most of which have a number of problems associated \\;th diem.
In IQ88. SWlo\"ich sununed up the state of affairs at lhat time in regard to defming reading
disabilities when he stated lhallhe field was in disamty

beca~ dcfmitiooaJ iss~ wen

not

resol\C'd. In the decade or so since SWIO\"ich's sununation. little has changed as issues relating to
the detinition and identification 01 specific reading disability remain largely tmreSOlved.
This paper will examine the field of learning disabilities and place specific reading
disability within this conlext. It will briefly discuss the hislory of reading disabilities y,ith its
reliance on intelligence test scores as a major delineating feature, and examine how this use of lQ
scorcs to ddining learning disabililics came to be an integral pan of defining reading disability, 11
\\iII

proceed to examine: diSCKpa."lC~ dclinilions of reading disability and then take a closer look

at UK accepted pr.u::tice of using IQ

sco~

in

identi~ing

sp«ific reading disability, Folloy,ing

this cxaminalion. the paper \\ill discuss various operational definitions of reading disability and
propose se.."eraI alternate defutitions which more accurately reflect the contemporary litenture
than currently used defmitions, Having clarified definitional issues. this paper will review
re!c\"ant issues in the identification of spedfic reading disability and then conclude "'ith a
dis..:ussion of prevalence rates and measurement of this disability,
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DysJu:iJI- A Spttijic Utu1filfg DullbiJit)"

According to lyon 119961 and lyon and Moats (1988). lhe learning disability label
applies to

:1

n:marl.:ably heterogeneous

~up

of indi,;duaJs. approximatt:ly fh..c pen::ent of the

population. whose primary deftning characteristic is unaccountable underachievement. learning
disability is not a single disorder. Rather. this underachievement can occur in any number of
.:ueas associated \lo;th reading.. language. 3ridunetic or memory and can co-occur \Ioith one another
or "'ith social skill deficits. as wdl as emotional or behavioural disorders. The defmition of a
learning disability also has e;tclusionar~: criteria in that the primary presenting problem cannot be

tM resuh of mental retardation.. emotiorul

distUrban~ or

culturaJ. deprivation. The majority of

..:hildrcn with a Idming disability ha,'c basic reading skill deficits as their primary area of

Jdiciency.
This detinition. which fOCuses on an achic"cmcnt'potcntiaJ
lhe lc:uning

disabl~ population

well as a whole. It

th~relore

discrepanc~. appears 10

ser....e

evo!\'ed that since a reading

disability is classified as a 5p("Cific learning: disability. the defining featutts of a

I~g

disability have been transterred bolistically 10 the readir.:; disabilities bod,.· of infonnation
without regard for its suitability in this domain. Research has demonstrated. howe\u. that this
usag~

is somewhat limited and misleading. tndecd.

th~ pr3Cti~

of using IQ scores in the reading

disabilities definition. and hence identification. actually hampers this field in that it does nol
pennit

3

number of reading disabled children to be so identified and thus served in a ....-ay most

conduci\"(: to meeting their needs. This conclusion emerges from research over the past decade or

so. which indicates thaI reading. disability is primarily the result of phonological and other
langu.age deficits and is independent of an achievement/potential discrepancy Cl,.-on. J9Q4J. This
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tinding is in stark contrast to other subgroups of the generalleaming disabled population who
appear to Ix: well defined by an acrue\'ement capacity discrepancy (Gnys.. Willis &:. Faust. 1995:
Lyon. 1996. 1998: Siegel. 1988a. b. t 993a. b: Sl3no..ich 1988. 19K9a. d).
.4

Bri~f History

0/ R~Qd;ng Disability

Reading disability as a
~riodic

s~ific

learning disability has a long

histO~

characterized by

shifts in perspeclh:e. The earliest investigations into dyslexia emerged from the medical

liter.1ture during the last pan oCme nineteenth century and 5Ndied individuals "''be had failed to
lorn to read. ;l condition then referred [0 as congenital word blindness.
~~Ilri.:ing

Tb~

early resean:bers.

trom a mediC:ll model. assumed neurological dysfunction. including de\'clopmental

3bnormalilies. "''3.5 the basis of rnding. disability. Around the turn of the centur)'. Hinshelwood
I I q 17, initiated studies [0 examine the role of the brain in reading failure or dyslexia (Lipson &
Wixson. 19861. A quaner ot a century later, Onon t 19:!:5) expounded on a theory of hemispheric
imbalance to 3l::l::0unl for dyslexia_ He noted that students \\ith dyslexia made an inordinate
number otlener and word reversals and specul3ted that somc lorm of ,,-isuaJ information
processing problcm existed_ This

theor~.. _which

gave prominence to such tenets as lencr and

\\ord re\-eryls_ pcn::eptual dcficits and eyc mo'-cments as causal factors in dyslexia (Cans. 1989:
Gr~_

19%: Stano,,-iclL 198630 19881 and influenced

~h

and remediation up to the 19705.

has now been conclusi,,-ely repudiated by neuroscientists (MacDonald.. 1993: Vellutino &:
Scanlon. IQq81. Despite this repudiation. the notion of re'·c~ as central to reading disabiliry
continues today as many people. including educators of young chil~n with reading problems.
continue to identify reversals. even in the mid·to-late p~' years. as ~mplomatic of dyslexia.
The next nujor shift in perspective on reading

disabili~· occurred

with the advent of
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instruments to measure educational ac:hievemenL A number of reading testS including the first
nonn.-ref~nced.. group teSt

ofreadinli ability dc\-cloped by Thorndike in 1914. the 1916 Kansas

Silent Reading Test. and a test of oral reading de\"elopcd by Gray in 1915\a5 cited in Lipson 8:\\-ixson. 19861. led directly to a diagnostic movement \\'hich emphasized remediation of deficits

rathC'r than

disco\'~' of neurological

impairments (Pelosi. 1977). This movement took dyslexia

out of its medical context and placed it "'ithin an educational one where it remains to this day

ILipson &: Wixson. 1986), This shift in anention to educational achievement and practices led to
3

movement to attribute reading problems to deficits in pedagogical practices. The focus on

educational factors thus presumed thai reading problems reside outside the reader and thaI
impro\'cd educational practices .....ould remedialc most existing cases of dyslexia and prevent
Olhers rrom occurring. This school of thought .....as shon·lived. howc\'«. and has not been
regarded as a major mood of re3din~ diS3biliIY_
Around

rh~

mid·1920s the pel"5pe<:th-e shifted again from neurologicaJ and pedagogical

t3ctOl"5 to tOcus on ;;;peciiic nonmedical factol"5 v.;thin the reader_ This ~- did not assume that
neurological dysfunction. or organic problems v.;thin the br.Un itself. was the source of the
problem but did concede that neurology ma~ playa role in some aspects of dyslexia. This viev.·
presumed that raClOl"5 v.;thin the reader were the cause of reading disability_ The search for
intrinsic factol"5led.. over the period from 1941 to 1984. 10 a series of StUdies byW. S. Gra:,and
his .:olkagues las ciled in Guthrie. 198~1 which concluded that reading difficulties could not be
attribUlcd to anyone raclor but could be directly linked 10 a combination of factors within the
reader. These investigations pro\·ed to be a crucial rurning point in the search for the origins of
reading disability which redirected ancotion from medical and -outside the ruder- faetol"5 to

'9
diose which

~ide

within the reader.

Within the reader models of reading disability have been prominent since the 19205 and
continue today as we r«ognize that while neurological dysfunction plays a role in some cases of

dyslexia. specific deficits wiULin lM individual are more apt to

ca~

this reading delay.

(n

this

regard a number of rnearchers have rttendy focused on the language processes of reading

disabled children in their anempts to undersWld the precise natUre of reading disability (Cans.

1989: Kahmi. Cans. Mauer. Apel &. Gec.tty. 1988: Murphy. Pollastek& Wdls. 1988: Shaywitz

&. Shaywitz.

199~:

Siegel. 1988c: Stanovich. 1986a1. This research has determined that language

deticitS. and more specifically. phonologicaJ.IBadian.. 19~: Bruck.. 1993b: Lennox &. Siegel.
1993b: Prom &. Brady. 1988: Rack & Olson. 1993: Shafur& Siegel. 1994b: Siegel. 1993a. b:
Si¢gel &. Ryan.. 1988. 1989: StanOvich. 1988. 1989b. d. I Qqj: Wagner &: Torgesen. 1(81).
syntactic and grammatical processing deficits ISiegel. 1993a. b: Siegel &: Ryan. 1988). occurring
l:oncl1lttntly with deficiencies in

onho~'T3.phic

processing t Badian. 1994: Bruck. 1993a:

Slanovich & Siegel. I 9'J4 I. coupled v.ith memory deficits (Pran &
L9S'J: Stllnovich. 1986a) as well as deficiencies in rapid serial

Brad~·.

1988: Siegel &; Ryan.

naming~

(Bowcrs& Wolf.

1993: OTOMOr &. Jenkins. I'J'J7: Liberman et aL I 'JS9\. underlie most c.ases of dysle.xia. This
~h
abilit~

has also pointed out the redundancy of ~ing reading disability to IQ scores. as average

is nOI

3.

necessary prerequisite of reading disability when this condition is viewed in lerms

of its symptom cluster of language and associated deficits. HO'o\"ever. reading disability. itself.
often results in a lowered IQ. as the reading disabled person is unable 10 fluently use the

processes which il1 enable tusiher IQ scores to increase commensurate with hislher age. thus
resulting in a lo er measured IQ using current Standardized insuumenlS (Siegel 1989a. b). A
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similar conclusion ""'as drn\\"ll by Adams (1990) in her SWCDleDt that IQ is

DOt

related to the

dc\'e1opmenl of early reading skills. but that inability to rW Wet is reWed to a lowered IQ and.
in essence. turns a reading disabled penon into a garden \'Uiety poor reader.

Discn!plJnC}' DefmiJiotlS ofReadinz Disability
Since the beginning of research into reading disability. various definitions have been
proposed. ~10st prevalent in the liteBture has been the uadirional discrepancy definitions which
posit

3

variance

~Iween

a person's potential and hislher actual achievement. The discrepancy

mosl "ften cited is between

intel1~tual

functioning and reading achievement lBerninger &

Abbon. 1QQ~: Y!Ulllhy et a1.. '9881. This discrepancy is usually operntionally defined as: tal a

Full Scak score which is equal to or greater man 80 on an instrument such as the WC(:hsler
fntdligencc Scale tor Children - Revised 1'W1SC-Rl or. more recently. the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children· Third Edition I Wise -1111 and Ihi significantly below average performance
un :=d!.-..g tests.. frequently ddincxi operationally 3S achievement which is equal
~ ':~lh

percentile on the: Word

R«~ition or

1:0

or less than

Word Anack subtestS of.:a standardized reading

measure, The lollo,>,ing definition. proposed by ~urphy el 011. is typical:
children who are of at least .:an~nlge intelligence. who have normal scnsor~" abilities. who
;u-e

not primarily emotionally handicapped. who have had normal opportunities to learn to

read. but who are deficient in reading. achie\ing on sandatdized testS at least twO year.;
below eXpct:ted level according. to their chronological and grade placement. (p. 2)
This practice of defining a reading disability on the basis of an IQ·achievement discrepancy
derived from static me:1SUl'eS SCf\'ed lhe field well in its early development because it
ackno'>'ledged that a child who struggled '>'ith reading skills acquisition was not necessarily a

3\
slow learner • that factors other than below average mental ability could negatively affect a

child"s ability to learn to read IIkminger. HaI"'k Abbon &. Karovsky. 199:!). C=ntly. many
definitions d~signed to identify those eligible for sen;ces under the reading disabilities
dassification. continue to use this questionable criteria.
SlanO\"ich t 19911 suggests that a discrepanc;.· belWttn a child"s actual reading and
listening .:ompre:hension is a more educationally rele....ant ddinition of reading disability than
those which focus on a person' 5 measured intellectual ability in defining dyslexia.. This
discrepancy highlightS the difference ~tween the level at which a person can understand orally
presented material and the level at which Slhe can comprehend what is react Stano....ich contends

ttut tho: l<\"e1 o(liSlenin~ ability is the child's inIlcn:nt language level. and that a reading level
which is significantly lo er than this represents a le-.·cl of attainment in a specific language skill
\\hich

IS

not congruous ith the child's o....era.llle....el of language de\"clopmcnl and thus

constitutd; a spct:ific reading disabilit~"
R('search has also claimed that reading disabili~" can be <ktennined by the presence of

\-arious defining features. Gnys et aI.

119951 refer to suggestions in the lilerature which

seem

10

mdicate that a po:T5On-s pertonnance on the \\lSC·R has been one of tile factors used to
determine .....hether or DOt an indi\idual is reading disabled. The suggestion is that a significant
discrepancy bet\l."een the Verbal and Performance: scaJes. or significant scaner among the various
subt~ts which

comprise these insuuments. can be used as a distinguishing characteristic of

reading disability. Gnys et aI. and Siegel (1989al dispute this claim with the determination that a
child \\ith below average IQ scores and a learning disabled child can have similar perfonnance
panerns on the 'klSC·R. As a result. such patterns of performance ClU1IJO{ be reliably used to

differentiate children \,1,ith and \,1,ithout re3ding disabilities. Siegel is DOt clear at this time
wbether these panerns hold true for the WlSC-m as this is the most recent

re~'ision of

w

W«hsler Scales and more research "'ill have to be carried out to detennine if panerns discovered
on the \\'lSC·R. also hold uue for the WlSC-U1. Other defining features of dyslexia. including
the ability of measures of nonword repetition tasks [0 distinguish between reading disabled and
nondisabled children independent ofIQ (Taylor. lean & Schwanz. 1989). and problems in both
automatic visual recognition and phonological recoding of graphic stimuli (Badian. 1994).
suggest that discrepancies other than deviation from IQ wat'I3nt investigation if we want to arrive
at a definition which accurately describes and identifit'S the reading disabled child. Ongoing
research suppons this position and acknowledges that reading is a modular skill \lo'hich is
independent of a pe1"SOn's IQ score IShafrir & Siegel. 19Q4b; Sranovich. 1988). Essentially.
phonological and other language deficitS in combination with memory deficitS can and do occur
in people with a rang~ of IQ scores. It has funher b«:n determined that people with a reading
disability display similar patterns of functioning. regardless of the IQ level (Siegel. 1993301. II is
thus time to move beyond the simplistic IQ-achievement criteria which was used in the infancy
of re3ding

disabili~

to more objective and clearly identifiable criteria for reading disabili~·.

Identiiication oftbosc who ~ reading disabled follows directly from definitional
practices. Using IQ/achievement discrepancy criteria. a reading disabled person is someone who
has an unaccountable discrepancy often quantified as averaee or above average
reading

abili~'

intelligen~ and

which is significantly below that ofhiYher age mates with similar intellectual

ability. This significant underachievement is often defined as a delay of two or more years in
reading ability. For a person to be identified as reading disabled.. an emotional 01" bdlavioura!
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disturbance as weU as a cultural emironmenlal or sensory diajvantage: must be excluded as the
primary area of difficulty. The requirement of average Or above average intelligentt effectively
eliminates indi..;duals who are considered to be slow learners as well as those with menlal
retardation who display significantly delayed reading abilities characterized by phonological and
other language processing deficits in combination with memory deficits· the same characteristics
3S thos.:: labeled reading disabled. but \l,ithout the average or above average IQ score as
detemuned

b~

standardized intelligence tests.

Origin oflQ Scorn in lklUifyilfg
•.),,0

R~tldilrg Disability

IQ score has been a major pan of the process to identify a reading disability as far

bad: as the e3tl~ Ienos. L'sing IQ scores in dassi~ing people as reading disabled emerged from
the learning disabilities literature with its all-cncompassing definition of a learning disabled
p.trson as someone ....ith at least adequate intelligence combined with an unaccoumable deticit in
<lne or m<lre of the basic psychological processes. one of which is reading lGnys et aI.• [995:
Lyon. IQQ6. IQQ81. Recent research. howe"·er. has delennined that an IQ score is no longer
relevant to the deilnition of a reading disabili~' Uoshi.

~"illiams

&: Wood. 1998: Kirby. Booth &:

Das. 19%: Lyon. 1998: Siegel. 1988b. .:. 1993: Spcar·Sweriing &:. Stmlberg. 1995: Stanovich.
1986a. 1988: \'ellutino &. Scanlon. 1998).
This definition has been holistically extended to the reading disabilities field without
regard for its suitability in this domain. Research strongly suggests that while this definition may
sen:e the learning disabilities field welL it is not applicable in the area of reading disability

(Siegel. 1989b. 1993: Stano\.;ch. 1988. 1989c. d). as students in this group are tbou@httobe
distinct and separable from children ....ith other learning disabiliri~. They are DOL bo.....C'o"er. as
the detinition suggestS. distinct and separable on the basis of an IQ score from other children
experiencing similar reading problems. Indeed the use ofan (Q score may be counterproductive
in this field in that it may under identify or misidentify many students. in each case failing to
provide them \l.ith the program which is most conducive to their specific needs.

Validil)' oflQ SaJrtS i"

R~adin, Disability

The relationship between a person' 5 performance on an intelligence test and specific
deficiencies in various areas of learning. including reading. is a longstanding issue which affects
nOI only research and identification but also treatment of students \l.;th learning disabilities.
Despite the

man~

questions regarding the use of such tests for determining who will be

designated as leaming disabled. these ln$UUments ha..·e become finnly entrenched in the
classification and remediation of such students (Kaufman. 1979: Sanla 19881. However. the
""id~pread USIe

of the resulting IQ sco~ for these purposes has led to objections by a nwnber of

resc:archeTs. particularl~ in detcrmininj; who is reading disabled (Aaron.. 1991: KJrbyet aL 19%:
L~·on..

1998: Siegel. 198&. 199}: Spcar·Sweriing &: Sternberg.. 1995: Stano\;ch. 1988. 1989a. d.

19Q4: Stanovich. Siegel &: Gonardo. 1997: Vellutino &:. Scanlon.. 1998). These objections arise
lrom

5e'\era1

sources and reflect \'arious misconceptions regarding the na~ of intelli~ tests

themseh-es as well as the process<::s

the~

purpon to measure. The IQ scores which are derived

trom such measures are also suspect. as is their applicability to the area of reading disability.
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panicularly ....'hen used as a measuring rod for this domain.
Siegel I I988c. 1993bl and Stano\.;ch and Siegel 11(94) insist that thue is a dearth of
~\.·idence for
~y

the use of aptinode:achievement discrepancy criteria in determining who is dyslexic,

contend mat IQ scores do not predict differences in the readi.ng.related cognitive abilities of

reading disabled children, This contention is funher supponed by their research of 1989 and
1993 in which they

dell~nnined that

deficitS in the cognitive processes of reading disabled

children intertm ....ith Iheir overall perfonnance on IQ teStS. resulting in lower IQ scores. 1besc
researc~~ have

detemlined that poor readen at all intellectual levels demonstrate problems with

r.:ading. spelling.. phonological processing. shon-teml memory and synta.x. It follo\.1o"5 logically.
that.1 ..:hild \.\.00 has phonological or other

processin~ deficitS

or memof)-' problems .....i ll respond

mon: slowly and usually more inaccurately to items on the various subtests of intelligence tests.
and thus ....-ill b.;: more handicapped than the child ""iib all cognitive processes inlaCt. This is
especially true for timed tasks and .....ill result in a lower demonstrated IQ score in comparison to
a child ....ithout such CognitiH·
strOng.l~

processin~

ddicits. Continuing \.\.;th this line of reasoning. which

suggestS the relative independence oiintelligence and reading disability. Vellutino et al.

11<N61 argue \.\.e must

discrepancies

(0

ine\.·itabl~ q~ion the

utility and \.\.idespIQd use oflQ/achievement

identify who is reading disabl~. They refer (0 the \.\.-art: of Siegel (1988c1.

F1etchttet al. t 19941 and Stano\.;cb and Siegelll994l in their contention that the strong linear
rdalionship bet'\.1o·een reading ability and intellig.ence

p~ed

by IQ/achievement discrepancy

delinitions 01 reading disability correlating a\.'erage IQ with average reading ability. low IQ with
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low reading ability and high IQ ....itb superior rclding ability. does DOt exist.
Siegel ( 1988c1 further contends that existing inteUigence tests have large components of
expressive language and memory. both of which are deficient in the reading disabled child. This
leads to an underestimate of abili~' levels when existing tests are ~. It could thus be argued
that it is not intrinsic:. cognitive ability which is being measured. but the language processes in
which reading disabldl children are recognized to be ddicient. Brady and Moats (1997) agree
that me mea.<;urement of IQ is not relc,ranllO identifying a reading disability. They insist that

re3ding

di~~ility occurs a1

alllc\'cls of intelligence • high. average and low. and that

performance on some measures included on intelligence batteries le.g. \·ocabulary. general
kno\.\.kdge. similarities. comprehension I are likely aff«ted by a child's language deficits and the
resulting lack of exposure to material learned through reading that are: concomiWlI with reading
disabi[i~. Th~y

tiuther assen thai all people ""ith reading problems have difficul:ic:s with the

phonok>gical demands of reading le.g. phoneme awareness. decoding and spelling).

aJ"j

<hat

pc:opk ,,-ilh IClwer intellij!ence onen have additional problems ""ith reading and language
.:omprehension. This core of phonologically based reading problCTl15 raises serious doubtS about
1M feasihility of using IQ/achieven1ent discrepancy formulas 00 identify reading disability.
Siegel t 1989b. 1992) percein~s problems ""ith intelligence

testS

themselves and contends

mat much of what is me:asured by intelligence tests is actually knowledge acquired through
reading. She explains thai since IQ and reading achievement are not independent of one another.
and since reading is ver~; problematic for a child .....i.th a reading disability. Slhe is unlikely to
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acquire much ofme Icno'-'iedge measured by IQ tests. As a resulL me lowe'" IQ scores
demonstr.lted by
abili~'
likel~

t

~

disabled itUdC'nts may DOt accurately reflect their inoinsic intellectl.l3l

and "ill cause: these IDJdents to be considered less intelligent than their age mates who
ha\'e

th~

same intrinsic ability levels but are reading nonnally. Taylor. Fletcher and

satz

1(82) agree l.O.ith this position and state that the (Q score is a swnmary of several aspects of

cogniti\'e functioning. a number of .....hich correlate with reading ability. They further contend iliat
the IQ score reflectS the severity of die child's reading problem. Consequently it becomes a
\icious cycle \\"hen: reduced acquisition of knowledge results from reading problems which. in
tum. 1.:3ds 10 lowered scores on intelligence tests. These below average scores make the child
appar to hi: a slo"
lDdigibl~

I~r or

a pcrwn \\ith:1 cognil.i\"C delay which subsequently makes hirrvber

for th~ reading disabilities label. This effeetivdy denies a reading disabled student die

sen.'ic.: that would improve his.·her reading skills and prevents the acquisition. through reading.
of knowl~ge and infonnation which will remit in the higher scores on intelligence tests the
stucknt requires to be

classifi~ as

reading disabled. Slhc is. instead.. inaccurately categorized as :1

garden variety poor reader. rather than the reading disabled person sIhc acrua..Ily is.
The use of aptitude! achiC\"CmcoI discrepancy definitions identifies only a ponion of those

"he :lrC tnJl~
1~3St:1

tv.-o

~ing disabled·

~car

definitions will

those "itb average or abo\:e average IQ scores who

displa~' ill

delay on measures ofre:lding. Berninger and Abboa (1994) argue thaI such
misidcotif~..

those students "ith above average or superior intelligcoce who are

reading at !:¥3-de level but not to the potential predicted by dleir IQ scores. Despite their
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aptitudetachie"~t

discrepancy. most agencies "'iQuId have difficulty labeling these students as

reading disabled and even greater difficulties allocating scutt resources [0 bringing their reading
on par with their measured potential. Furthermore. this use ofIQ scores "ill under identify thoSt:
students ....ith significant phonological and other language processing difficulties but low IQ
scores.. who ~ trUly reading disabled (Siegel. 1988c. 199;). This misidentification ofOOm
groups of children would happen '-"ithin the context nfw use of special educaIion resources and

would deny SCf'ice to those ",ith the symptom duster associated with reading disability.
Children ....ith demonstrated phonological and other language deficits. who are reading [wo or

more years bc:low their current gradeiage placement but in keeping with their measured ability.
would not be: pro\"jded ....itb service from tht: special education unit. A..ltcmately. service would be
pro'l.ided to those ....1 10;ue reading at grade level but 001 to lhcir

determined

b~

IQ tests. This provision of ser... i~

onl~'

~

potentiaJ. as

to those with delayed reading ",no

demonstrate average or abo..'c 3""erage 10 scores. denies sen.ice to

tbo~ who

demonstrate !he

phonological and other language processing problems of the reading disabled person.
Siegel t 1993bl and Sunovic:h (19S9al explain that intelligence does not produce reading
3chie\ ement. Instead. skilled reading is a multifaceted entity arising from a nwnber of factors.
induding motivation. interest. a\"ailabilit)' of materials. home en"ironmem. and pan:nta.l
e:\.~ons.

perhaps the 1e3St relevant of\lo'hich may be intellectual ability. Siegel (l9CJ2) goes

one step further when she poses the question. ifinteUigence produces n:adi.ng achievement. how
can we explain those students \loi.th low IQ scores who read at grade level? The acquisition of
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fluent reading skills by such children aptly demonstrates that reading is a modular fi.mction which

develops largely \loitbout

~ference

[0

IQ scores. These children.. if such discrepan~' definitions

were valid. should exhibit various degrees of delay in acquiring reading skills. depending upon
their ability lc\"d. Since this is not so. we must question how these children can develop rWing
skills lft;tboUt the stated requisite of ability which is applied to other children with reading delays.
lyon 119Q81 suppons this ..iew. and in his revie"''' ofinsttuetion stales that. in the
beginning stages of reading. the use of an IQI achievement discrepancy is DOt relevant. He funher
states that children "'ith and \\.ithout a discrepancy do not differ significantly in the informalion
processing skills Iphonological and orthograptuc coding) which underlie the accurate and rapid
recognition of single words. Moreo..·tt. Vellutino and Scanlon (1998). in their fe\iew afthe
literature regarding the usc oflQ scores in idenrif)ing who is reading disabled. agree with these
~archers and
Ji:>abilil~.

State that deficits in general intellectual ability are not ~ of re3ding

It thus appears that reading disability is a specific duster of deficits which varies

among individuals and is not signific3mly associated \\;th IQ as measured by intelligence tests.
Tho: usc of such IQ/achie...emem discrepancy definitions leads 10 a delay in identification
of preschool and

pri~· school

cttildren who demOnstral~ significant interruptions in

phooological and other language processes coupled \\;th memory deficits. Tbc:se children who
display the deficits identified by researchers as ~ centra.llo reading disability will. after a
nwnber of yean of failun:. achieve the discrepancy necessary to be classified as a reading
disabl~

student and bel:::ome eligible for service. In most school disuiCts this discrepancy does

.l{)

not occur until the child is in grade three and bas aperimc:ed significant difficulty with learning
to read. This leads to other problems wbic:h compound the reading failure. not the least of which

is the child's perception ofhimlherself as being DOt quite as intelligent as his/her peers who are
rapidl~

acquiring normal reading. skills. It also has the added disadvantage of denying this child

access to serviccs at the most crucial time for remediation. a time when remediation is much
more lik.ely to

~;eld

positive. long tenn results.

Badian t 19941. in her comparison of gardetHariety poor readers and those with •
moderate abilityiachievement discrepancy

~een actual

and expected reading levels who were

matched for age and word reading abi1it~;. determined that phonological and visual processing
JitTcrences may

~

more important in distinguishing reading disabled children than a

discrepanc~

[rom IQ. This finding suggests the need to move to....1lIds identifying.. in children ¥lith n:ading
Jilliculues. the actual skill areas which are deficient and to focus on remediating these ddicits as
soon as they can reasonably be

de~rmined.

In developing a workable identification procedure we

nc<:d to recognizo: the irrele...ance of IQ scores and move

awa~'

from the use of all-inclusive

ability:acllie...ement discrepancy criteria in determining who is reading disabled. Once this is
done. the focus should be placed. as &dian suggcsu. on the salient featw'eS of reading disabi1i~'
as <klill«!.

b~

especiall~ In

\'arious researcha's o\-er the past decade. Much oftbe

~ h suggestS

maL

rne early stages of readinl? acquisition. phonotogica1 skills such as phoneme

S<'gmentation. phonetic decoding and name encoding. and retrieval are much more imponant than
a child's measured (Q, This focus on phonological awareness as well as orner language and

4\
memory ckficits .....ould then point the way to the most productive procedure for identifying and
remediating the reading problems of srudents with dyslexia. 1be current use of
aptitudelas::nievement discrepancy definitions docs not permit us to focus 00 the identified
ddic:its in many duldren and remediate these. A child who has memory problems or
phonological processing deficitS would be better served by a program designed 10 recognize and
remediatc weaknesses in the child's repenoire of reading related skills. than a procedure which
identifies his/her ability level as detennined by current intelligence tests and bases access 10
remediation on the presence of average or above average IQ scores. The practice currently in use
aplXatS to take a global rather than a specific approach to helping reading delayed children
l>"crcome identified deficits and may not represent the beSt use of either available remedial
resources or the child's lime.
Tal and Sio:gcll19961 found WI no phonological processing differences e.xist between IQ
discrepant (those \\nose reading was significantly lower ULan their measumt cognitive abilitn
and nondiscrepanl noose ..... bose: reading "loas compatible ....ith their measured cognitive ability)
poor readers. This leads us 10 hypothesize that. if phonological processing deficits fonn die
primary ..:ore of reading disabili~·. th~n IQ sbould not be factored into !his equation. lnstead. we
no:-ed to focus. as Badian (I qq~ 1 su~¢sts. on identified deficits as they cluster together in
children with notable reading delays. Having done this. we must then provide these children. as
early as possible and ....ithout waiting. the years it takes for an ability/achievement discrepancy 10
develop. with inlensive programs

d~igned to

overcome identified deficits.
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Spc:ar·Swerling and Sternberg t 1995) agree with other researcbers about lhe Lad of utility
of intelligence test

SCO~ in

identifying \lobo is n:ading disabled.. They further a.ssen that children

"'1th reading disabilities are not qua.litari~ly different from oilier poor readers either in their
remedial needs or in cognitive areas related 10 word recognition. As such. readina disabled
children do nOi seem to possess a unique biological deficit that distinguishes them from other
poor readers. Continuing with iliis line of reasoning. Kirby et aI. (1996) contend that children

....ith reading disabilities are

001

qualiwively different from other ooodisabled children reading at

!he same k-:d. Hence. remedial effortS sbouId have a similar focus for both groups. Despite the
JitTering perspecti\"es on this issue.

(00

much remains unknown. It is undetermined aI this time

whetha neurological differences or abnonna.lities exist. ....fuch may be the root caust of ~ g
disability :md. if so......hether these produce children who are qualitatively different in the area of
re:J.din~. from

l'th.:r children \.\ith n:ading delays. Further research is needed to clarify this issue.

Additional research has I,;ontinned earlier iindings on the irrelevance oflQ scores in the
Identification of reading disability. Francis ~I al.II9Q61 used indh'idual gro....th curves to
.:ktermin~
3.

..... h~r the dC'o'elopmenl of children ""i.th reading disabilities is best characterized by

del ~Iopmentallagor deficit. Their research used nine yearly 10ngitudinaJ assessments of a

wnpk ot 403 ctUldren classified as reading disabled. with and without a discrepanq. as well as
a group of normally achie..i.ng readen and found no suppon for the use ofa discrepaocy between
IQ and achiC'o'em~nt in identi~ing .....ho is reading disabled.
Siegel i 1989a) assertS that the use of IQ scores in the identification of reading disability

penalizes children from different culnua:1 and minority backa;rouDds and leads to
~

misidentification
ability levels

of lower IQ scores. These children do DOt necessarily have lo",er

man other children v..bo art experiencing reading difficulties. The fawt lies \l,;th lhe

cultural bias inherent in existing intelligence tests which does not render an accurate IQ score for
these children" The inability of such. children 10 achieve an IQ score in !.be average or above
a\"erage range leads erroneously 10 a designation of garden variety poor reader and. subsequently.
to denial of access to bigh qualit)" programs designed (0 upgrade reading skills in reading
disabled children. Following their identification as slow !eameTs. expectations for these children
are also reduced which results in reduced reading abilit)·. particularly among lower
:iOC1~onomic status

children ,O·Sulli\·an., 19911.

h appears the only
Id~ntil~"Lng who
t~nul,)US at

redeemin~ fealUre

of using IQ score! as pan of the process of

is reading disabled may be relaled 10 remediation. and even this relationship is

best. The suggestion has b«n put forward that children wi!.b \'anous IQ scores may

J~riv~ differential ben~fits

from remediation. Some research tentatively indicaleS thai the reading

and spelling patterns of children Ioloith different IQ levels \-ary. If such a paltmI exists. this

information

ma~

be useful and pro\ide justification for doing IQ tests. although

~s:menL analysis:

~t

and remediation of reading and spelling errors may be more useful in

remediation of the reading disabled child (Siegel. 1989al. In a review of research on this poinL
Si~gel det~rmined

id~ntified and

that no dear correlation between IQ levels and remediation benefits has been

suggests that there is no \"alidit)· in using lQ scores to predict the effects of

...
mnediation. This position bas been stren~ more reca1t1y by Aaron (1997) \10M canied Out
a reyiew aCthe researt:h on this issue in which he examined srudies conducted from 1915 to
1997. He conc:Juded that the literature does not offer empirical support for the position that
reading disabled childn:n \Ioith an IQ1achievement discrepancy derive a differential remedial

benefit compared to other children with reading difficulties who do DOt have this ~"
Gillet and Temple (1000) confinn me findings of Siegel and Aaron \\;th their determination that
there

IS

no ,;aloe in discriminating. bet\\."een reading disabled and other children "'-ith reading

difficulties in regards to remediation. The~' contend that all poor readers. whelher learning
disabled Or not. need instruction that is tailored
intereSts. reg3rdless of IQ Ic"·cl. It may be

~ore

[Q

their individual strengths. needs. age and

practical and cost efficient to spend the time

\loiUch would have been spent administering and analyzing intelligence tests.. on delineating each
child's reading strengths and deficiencies. A program could then be desi@11ed and implemented [0

address these specific a.spects ora child's reading functioning. as Badian (19941 and Siegel
II QQ:ial suggeSI. Aaron also proposes such an approach in his Reading. Component Model.
ad\'ocat~s

that the proximal cause of each child's reading

disabili~'

be detennined and

H~

~media1

illalegi<$ d~igned to address this specific cause be initiated. He bases this approach upon the
well \-aJidaled assumption that reading is a comple.x process made up of identifiable components

and that a weak component can hinder the development of skilled reading. Using this approach.
no identification of reading. disability is necessary other than significanl delay in acquiring
reading skills. As well. this procoedure has potential for use in developing an unbiased defmition
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of reading disability. one which has no reference to lhe concept of inteUigence.
Vague operational definitions of reading di.sabili~· have plagued the field since its

inception and continue to the

p~t

day. Such practices have sparked a !kluge of conttovcny

regarding the utility and applicability of using IQ/acbievement discrepancy definitions in
determining who is reading disabled. If me basis of our definitions is flawed. as

l!

number of

feSCaIt:hers including Radian (1994). Berninger and Abbon (1994). Brady and Moats (1991),

Francis cl a1. cl9961. lyon 119981. Siegel I 1989a. b. 1992. 1993b). Spear-SwerUog and
Sternberg 11995\. Stanovich \ I989a. d. 1993) Stanovich and Siegel (1994) and Vellutino et aI.
(19<161 have indicated. then the definitions themselves cannot accurately reflect the essential
components of. nor lead to an accurate identification procedure for dyslexic individuals. It is

proposed thaL in the absence ot" an empirically supported operational definition. we abandon the
dTan

{O

identify a distinct group of readers who demonstrate specific

ps~-ctlomctric amibutes

or

arc pacci,"e;:d to ha"e underlyinj! biological deficits and identify. instead. all children who exhibit
readinj; differences and pro\;de inten;ention designed to remediate their specific deficits. With
continuing research we may locate. as Kirby et a1. 119961 and Spear-Swerling and Sternberg
SUggesL a biological deficiency wh.ich dearly distinguishes reading disabled children from the:
general population of poor readers. That has not been done to date.

Definition - .Vewjollnd/tllld Depllnment of£dllClllioll
The Department of Education wh.ich develops and directs policy on all matters penaining
to education in

~e ....foundland

and Labrador. including the determination of who qualifies for

sef'.ice unda the eatego~' of reading disability. continues to employability/achievement
discrepancy criteria in its definition of reading
disabled children conditional on the

~

disabilit~..

and makes identification of reading

of an average or above aVC'fage IQ

sco~

IDepartmenl of Education. Dhision of Student Suppon Services. Transitional Policy and
Guidelines. 19981. This clearly contradicts current research which strongly suggests that IQ
SCOTes

arc: irrelevant to the definition and identification of a reading disability (Fletc~ et aI..

1994: lyon. 1998: Siegel. 1988b. c. 1989. 1992. 1993: StanOvich. 1986a. 1989a. b. 1993:
Stano\ich &: Siegel. 1<)q4: TaI &: Siegel. 1996: Vdlurino &: ScanJon. 1998: VeUutinoetaI..
IQ%l. It follows then that the Department of Education mUSt ~-ise its policies in light of current
re5C':lfCn lindings and develop an

updat~ definition

which will lead. in lW'fl_ to

~ised

identifit31ion policies. and ultimately to appropriate identification and service for all students
with 3 readinl; disability.
The ;\<wtoundland Deparonent of Education has recently made one concession in the

-

-

-

pro\'ision of 5a\'ice to readinll delaved students which recomizC'S two basic tenets of readin2
.

disability: Ial students \\,ith significant reading problems need to be identified and provided with
~mcdial

scnice as early as possible.....ithout having to "'-ait the years 'mluired for a specific

aptirude achie\'cment discrepancy to de\'elop and (bl IQ scores ~ nOI necessary' to identify and
pro\'ide SC'f\ice to young children suspected ofha\ing a reading disability. To this end. they have

made speciaJ education SC'f\'ices available to children. up to the end of the primary school years.
who arc: suspeCt~ ofha\mg a reading disabili~' or other unidentified exceptionality. but who

.7
have DOt been in scboollong eoougb to demonsaate the: ability/achievement disc:repaDcy upon
.....hich the provision of special education se!"\;ces for reading disabled students. nine years of age
and older. cunendy hinges. Using this lk,,-e1opmental Category (()..g yearsl

of~vi.ce

provision

under Ute Special Education guidc:iiDes. the Department ofEducarion is acknowledging the Deed
to identify and attempt to overcome rming delays as early as possible.. "'imout rel)-mg on an
IQlachic"cment discrepancy to

dc:termi~

who is entitled 10 lhis service. This is a major step

forward in enabling reading delayed students to recci';e appropriate SCTVicc when it is most likely
to~~nefic:ial.

Proposed OpcrlJlional Definitions ofReading DUabiJity

A plethora of research has sho\A,1\ that using IQ scores to defmc a reading disabili~' is not
valid. However. no othel" dear defminon has emerged. Fletcher and Foorman (1994) summarize
UUS predicament
af't

b~;

stating thai definition and classification issues regarding reading disability

still under debate. Basm upon me research oftbc past decade. howoevef. it seems the time bas

come to shift our focus from abilitylach..ie"'mlenl definitions 10 those which more accurately
reflect ..... hat the literature is saying. This step would concei\"ably build consensus for one.
g.:ncrall~

accepted definition of readmj; disability in the years to come.

.-\. large body of current research suggestS !.hat the field of reading disabilities would be

best seT"\"ed b~- replacing
Jela~

abili~"achie\"ementdiscrepancy

defutitions with one which focuses on a

in word recognition. and more specifically in pseudo'ol.'ord reading (Siegel. 1989a:

Suno\"ich. I989a. bl. y,ith conCllJTCnt deficits in phonological awareness and orthographic
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processing. This combinarion appears to prO\.ide the most promise in developing a DeW and more
accurate defInition of reading disability. one v..bich precisely identifies the essential correlates of

this condition and. in 50 doing. identifies w problem at its earliest possible stages and points the
wa~ [0

remediation. The research carried out by Badian (1994) lends suppan to this defmilion of

reading disability as she proposes that -dysle.:<.ia be defined as a significant weakness in word

recognition and

noRWOrd

reading accompanied by deficits i.n both orthographic and phonological

processing. manifested by failure in automatic \isual recognition and phonological recoding of
il"3Phic stimuli.- (p. 611

Another 3venue which seems 10 have merit for rnearthcrs who

~

trying [0 find a more

accurate and educationally relevanl deftnition of reading disability focuses on identified
discrepancies. but

~ithout reference

to [Q scores. Carlisle (19891. Siegel (1993b) and Spring and

French Ilqqol have suggested that measuring the discrepancy beN.'een reading and liStening
.:omprd~nsi..,n

or

~[Y.. e.:n

reading and ora! language comprehension has more validity than

using [Q achic\-ement discrq>ancy criteria in defining \loW is reading disabled. Using this
framcwort.. researchtts speculate that chil~ \\no havc age-approrriate listening
comp~bension and"or
han~;

oral Ianguagc development. but with significantly delayed n:adin& skills

a genuine intenuplion in their development of reading ability and 'NOuid be considered

reading disabled. This model would have to be carefully delineated to determine ~ specific
\"a1ues of oral language. listening and reading comprehension and. their discrepancy from
d~monstn1ted

reading. skills. to indicate the p~ncc of reading disability as opposed to garden
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...- ariety poor reading.

As an ahemale definition. one wh.ich lakes into account the fact that most people seem
unwilling to abandon me use oflQ scores in the identification of reading disability. Siegel
I jqSlk1 suggests a compromise. She proposes that standard scores on a cognitive measure such
as the I,\tlSC·R (WISe-un which an: equal to or greater than 80 coupled with word recognition

or spelling scores equal to or less than the 2.:5'" percentile on an instrument such as the WRAT be
used as a means of identifying: \\'ho is reading disabled. This criteria would then define a reading
disabled person as one who achieves an 1Q score which is equal to or greater than 80. coinciding
with a word recognition or spelling score on a staI1CIardiud subtest of reading achievement \\,itich
IS ~u.a1

to or less than the :25'" pettentile. This ddinition and identifying criteria would permit

the \\idcsl possible romge of students who exhibit significant reading delay and still fall within

the.' Rannal ralll?C of intelligence to benetit from the services allocated for those with identified
reading disabilities. Stanovich ( IQ931 would add one caveat to any definition which gives
prominence to the concept of measured intelligence. In his

phonological<o~_ \'ariable-diffe~ncc

model of ~ading disability. be suggests that the existence of phonological processing difficulties
be used

[0

detennine \\ilethCT' one has a reading disability. Badian (1994) concurs \\ith

Slanovich's emphasis on phonological processing difficulties as the basis for determining who is
dyslexic. Howe\"CT'. she would add \isuaJ processing difficulties as a funhercriterion for
identitication of d~slexia. A composile of aU three. with each supplementing the other. may bold
the most promise in arriving at a comprebensi\·e. accurate and educationally valid definition of

;0
dyslexia.

\-liles. Haslum and Wheeler (1998) ad"'oc:atc ~ retention of the concept of general
intelligence in defining dyslexia (or specific developmentaJ dyslexia. SOD. to use their
term~ology). in

order to distinguish this disorder from specific reading retardation. SRR. which

(actors onl:!,' reading ability and general

inlel1igen~ into

the definition equation. They would take

the definition of dyslexia one step further. tw.....evu. and propo~ tht: inclusion ofsuc:h clinical
('\"'denc.: as left-right confusioa and difficulty in the recall of auditorily

p~ted digits.

Such

indicators would form a much more robUSt means of differentiating specific devdopmental

dyslexia from specific re3ding rewdation lddilttd solely by lowered intelligence and
commensurate reading achic\"emenll. and hold promise for an operational defmition of dyslexia
as well as the bleginnings of a la.'{onomy for the classification of various reading disorders. Joshi
Cl 31. C\998) suggest that lislening comprehension could be used instead of IQ in
~ading

identi~;ng

disability. as this ability is highly correlated \\.;th reading (dislability \\.;th both being

m~i:l.(ed b~-

the S:lme cognitiye mechanism. This possibility is

worth~;

of fwthcr study.

Perhaps !he deftnition which holds the most promise for me ~ emerges from the
wod.: of Ekminger 3nd Abbon t I Q941. The~· shift the lOcus entirely from its traditional stance: and
recommend that dynamic assessment yia \-a.lidated treatment protocols with resulting failure to

respond on the pan of the student be: used 10 determine who is reading disabled. 1bc:y conjecture
that we cannot assume a child has a reading disability just because slhe is ba\ing difficulty
acquiring the skills inyolved in the reading process. Many (actors including the developmental

;1
readiness oClhe child's brain structures as v.'clI as access to appro~ instruction impinge upon
this
~

abili~·.

The requirement of appropriatr: instruction inch.w~d in the current definition cannOI

o\"crlooked. The assumption is

usuall~'

made thaI if a child has been sitting in a regular

classroom and exposed to reading instruction St'be has bad adequate opportunity to learn.. and that
children who do nOt leam to read under these conditions likely have a reading disability. There
3fe many reasons. other than reading disability. which can explain why children fail to acquire
reading skills. Berninger et aI. II 9(2) assert that many teachers are DOt grotmded in current

research and theory on reading instruction and lhus DOt aware of. nor ready to deal with the
nonnal \-ariation of experience ....tuc:h chil~ bring
and T oorney t 19891. in their
rec('in~d

SUf\"e)'

Wldergraduatc training and

,ji\o:tsHy among children. Funher.

lO

the read.i.ni environment. Lyon.. Vaasen

of more than 400 teachers. found thaI 93 percent had nOl
8~

percent had not received graduate training in dealing v."ith

~olen. ~cCunc:hen.

and Berninger (1990) found that less than

hall tho: .-\.meric:an State DepanmenLS otEducation required teachers to take course work. in
reading and writing instruction. \\nen it .... as required. less than si.x semester bours. or the
equi\"a1ent 0[[\0,"0 scmester COW'SC:S......as dc\"oted to this instruction.. A perusal ofme current
curricula of SC\"Ct41I teacher education programs indicates that not much bas changed in this
~.

Is it any surprise that many beginning te:ae:bcrs feci inadequatcly uaincd DOt only to teach

reading to students who are ready and 3blc to learn. but to provide appropriatc instruction and
opponunit~ to
instruction"~

kam to those wbo. for various reasons. arc not ready

[Q

bencfit from traditional

The result for this latter group is reading delay and oftcn the reading disability
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designation after failure to teld bas occurred when. in ~ty. ",,'bat

not necessarily

haH~

we have is a child 'Nho does

a reading disability but has not been pw\'idcd with appropriate insauctioa

and opportunity to learn.
Recognizing this

tact Berninger and Abbor. ( I <N4) suggest that """t do not presume a

child has had adequate instruction upon failure to learn. They propose instead that we expose
the~

children to intensive remediation wh.ich addresses their identified deficits. Based upon tM

results of these effons al remediation. children would be calcgorized in one oft\>o"o ways: lal

treatment responders - those who benefined from the remedial attempts and exhibited gains in
reading skill dc\"e1opmenl. and (bl rreatment nonresponders - those who did not show appreciable

l?:l.ins lollowing intensive dram to remediate their deficits. Berninger and Abbot feel that only
after these cffons nave pro\'cn insutTtcienl in helping the child learn [0 read should we identify
him hCT ~ reading disabled. One disad\"antage of this course of action is thaI it presupposes we
have c1e:lriy defined intervention stratoegi.::s ..... hich have been proven 10 help reading delayed
children o\-ercomc specific deficits_ Howe\-er. this is not the case at the present time. At best. this
procedure might prove fruitful once we have c1earl~.. defined remediation procedures for the early
h,knuf,c3uon and remediation of spceilic deficits such as phonological or onhogr.tphic
processing problems. To this end. the

[im~

and money spent on training people to administer

intelligence tests might be put 10 bener use if it were redirected 10 the administration of mca5W'eS
whi.:h dearly identify a child's specific deticits and [0 research into the lreaunenl protocols which
will pro\"e_ ovcr time. to remcdiatc these: deficits tSicgeL 1989al.
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CU"f!"t Sl4Jf! ofPneticf!
Despite years of research essentially disproving the

leii~-

of using IQ scores as a

defining feature of a reading di.sabili~·_ an e..umination of identification policies clearly indicates
that we continue 10 cling to OU[dated definitions and measurement procedures 10 idcntify those
who are reading disabled and thus digible for services under Ibis classification.
Ap[irude'achic\'cment discrepancies continue to be thc major idcntifying feature of reading
disability_ L-nquestionably_ whal is needed is a dcfirition of reading disability renccting CurTeflt
research which disassociates it from other learning disabilities and identifies phonological
dct1cits as Ute ~. core of reading disability. occurring simultaneously ",ith dcficits in other
language and memory processes. ",ithoul reference: to Ihc obsolcte concept of IQ scores.
Currently_ many delinitions designed 10 identify those eligible for services under the reading
disabiliti~s cat~gory continue

to use the largely dispro\'en crilcria of IQ scores combined with

Jiscrepancll:s in reading performancc. Although there have been many definitions of dyslexia
sugg~ted [0 replac~ the

CUJTeflt

~h

IQ/achie\-ement discrepancy ddinitions of the past.. a lat'ic

bod~- of

suggestS that a delay in word: recognition and. more specifically. in pseudo'A'Ort!:

reading equal 10 or greater than ""-0 years. in combination 'Aith phonological and other languagc
and

memor~; deficits.

should replacc these nonfunctional definitions_

ldf!"tijication ofRf!t1ding Disability
The identification ofthosc who an: reading disabled is currently tied to traditional
detini[ional practices_ This needs to

chang~.

The usc of obsolete IQ/achievement discrepancy'
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criteria to identify me reading disabled will leave unidentified many ttuly reading disabled

children who can benefit from remediation. This practice denies

~

children appropriate

remediation wrule possibly lowering reading e:tptttations for IQ/achievemcot nondiscrepant

children. which has the effect of decreasing their reading achievement even further. It follows
then that drildrtn without an IQ/achievement discrepancy in ruding should be provided with the
same opportunities for remediation as childreI with this discrepancy. It is only through proper
identiiic:uiol1. and remediation thatlhese misidentified children. as well as those currently
id~tific:d

as reading disabled. will reach meir full potential.

Gr«n t 19Q61 says that family history and genetic factors are crucial in identifying those
who are reading disabled and a review of these must be included in the assessment and

identific:ltion process since it has long

~n

recognized that dyslexia has a suong familial

componem. This is panicularly true in the area of phonemic awareness (Lyon. 19981. Between 23

and 65 percent of children who have a parent with a reading disability also have a reading
disability

me~h;es. Additionally.

if there are siblings \\'im a reading disability. !he likelihood is

.w ~rcem that the child evidencin@. significant reading problems is also dyslexic. This
knowkdgc provides opponunities for early identification of those Voilo are: readi.ni disabled.
Green funlk:r a5sens that o~ of the problems in idcnti~ing a person with dyslexia is that it is
dOll<: by a special educator or school psychologist. someone who has no formal. advanced

training in a55C"5sment of language structures. A reading disability may involve any or all of me
major language syStems including. phonology. morphology. synta.'C and semantic organization.
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from

'-""Ords

through discourse. and all oflhese language

systemS m~

be

~

if

relationships among language. cognition and academic achievement arc: to be observed. This is
the domain of speech language therapists. Berninger and Abbott (1994) and Vc:llutino et a1.
I 19Q61 would add

~media1 efforts

to the identification of reading disability. They assert that such

interventions must be early and intensive and precede any diagnosis of reading disability, If these
approprialc interventions on largely unsuccessful. a diagnosis of reading disability becomes a
much stronger possibility and the reading disability designation can be applied with a much
greater degree of ~nty lhan one made without the bmefil of such remediation.

Appropriate and complete identification of all students with a reading disabili~' will
Meme

3.

reality only after a clear and unambiguous definition reflecting C1JlTent research is

de\'c:lo~

and implemented and early intensive efforts at remediation arc: put in

pla~

preceding

a reading diS3.bility diagnosis. Such a definition would likely include measures of single word
reading and spdling. measures 01 phonological sensitivity such as phoneme counting.
:>o:gmentalion. blending. deletion and manipuIalion.. as .....ell as measures of nonsense word
reading in conjunction

~ith olher

language and

memor~.. ~

(Lyon. 1994). Remedial

dTorts ""QuId center around identifying each child's co~ ddicits and providing instruction to
remedy such dcficiencies lBerninger &. .-\bbon. 1994: Vellutino et al.• 1996). Unresol\"cd reading
delays .....ould then acquire the reading disabilities designation and entitlement to further. long
term sc:ryice:

n~c:ssary

to enable the child to develop 10 hislher fullest polcntial.

Measllrement ofReading DuobiJilj'
In order to identify those who are reading disabled (wo things are necessary: la) a
definition reflecting current research which focuses primarily on phonological and other skill
deficits as the core of reading disability while ignoring IQ levels. and (b) the means 10 quantify
the lype and degree of skill deficiencies being assessed. Morris (l994). however. assens

mal

since there is no wUversally accepled deftnition of the reading disabilities COnstruCL any
measuremenl of this COnstruel is as open to criticism as is the deftnition. Like a house on an
unstable foundation which renders evel]thing else above questionable. the foundation of reading
disability rests on its detinition. Everything else stems from this foundation. and since this is
wtstable. linle stemming from this definition can be said unequivocally.
Having said this. the need exists to recognize cenain undisputed a.'<ioms related to reading
disability. Since it is "'--ell recognized !hat phonological deficits combined v.ith other language
deficits fonn the

cu~ of reading

disability. a means to measure the level of achievement as well

as the deliciencies in these areas is needed. With an effective definition comprising these
dements in place. there would remain
achie\"ement and

identi~"

onl~"

the selection of insawnents to measure the level of

the existing deficiencies in the \·arious skills. Measures of word

recognition and'or pseudoword reading and phonological and onhographic dC'o·e1opmenL
combined \\ith semantic and syntaCtic processing.. ~ the most appropriate taSks to assess these
abilities. quantify the amount of delay in 3 child's reading achievemenl and identify the specific
deficiencies in h.istber reading·related processes. The various memory processes. shon·tenn.

;7
worlc.iog and long-term. can be measured using various instruments currently deemed valid to
assess these processes. The criteria. as outlined by a Depanment ofEduc:ation. school district or
specific program.

~'Ould

then be used to determine

wb~ther or

not a panicular person met lhe

requirements for a reading disability.

T0

m~asure

reading disability several things are necessary. The initial requirement is a

dear. unambiguous definition which will lead to precise identification criteria This explicit

identification criteria should ideally detennine the level of reading delay

nec~' for

consideration as a re::w:iing disability. It should then q\W1tify a specific degree ofintm'Uption in

the: phonological. S~1'ltaCtic and semantic processes which characterize reading

disabili~'_ These

delays. coupled ....ith deficits in shon-llmn ~ry. rapid serial naming speed and onhof?Rphic

processing: should lead to accur.uc meas~ent of reading disability. Measures of word
r~ognition

and pseudoword reading. coupled \\:ith measures of phonological aWaI'eness.

llMographic processing and other
shan-tarn

m~mory are

languag~ processes.

as well

3$

rapid serial naming speed and

the appropriate tasks to detennine achievement levels and to isolate

specific deficiencies in a child's phonological and other processes relevant to reading (Morris.
i qq..a I. Depending on the specific definition adopted. measures of listening or orallan~

comprehension could also be compkted (Carlisle.. 1989: Siegel. 1993a: Spring &. Fmu:h. 1990).
Age is also a f:ICtor in determining the abilities which need

[0

be measured to determine

wh~ther or not a reading disability existS. A \·er~" young child who is suspected of or who seems

to have the potential for a reading delay will need different readingtreadiness skills assessed than
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an older child who has already failed at reading.. Additionally. a smaller delay in skill acquisition

betw«n thai of a child ~ith suspected reading disability and hisIber peets will need to be present
to aim educators to the potential for reading disability in a
Instrum~nU to

vet}'

young child.

Metuure ReDding Disabilit)'

Even though most psychologistS. guidance counselors and other people who carry out

asSC'ssments \\ilh studems suspected ofha\;ng reading disabilities bave their panicular
favourites. any reliable and ,,41id

i~nt

designed to measure word recognition and

pscudoword reading ability could be used in the

~ t of reading

disability. As well. any

number of slal'Kbrdizcd inst:ruments ""ith demonstrated reliability and ,,-aJidity. could be used to
measure

~

other skill areas in question. The

liu~rnrure is

replete v.;m e.'tamples of assessment

Jevices used by \"anous researchers in their quest for kno.....ledge on this topic. Sc...ern.I
instruments

3p~ar repeatedly

diSil.bilil~·1 Lyon.

and are even referred to by some as the Holy Trinity ofrcading

19941. Such instruments include the Woodcock Johnson Psychoedueational

Banery. Re\·ised I \\·J·RI. (Woodcock &. Johnson.. 1990). the Wide Range Reading Test·
Revised 1\\1l-\T·RI. Word Recognition subtest iJastak &. Wilkinson. 1984). and the Woodcock
Reading
:IS

3.

~Iastery T6lS

\\dl as

man~

t WR..\ol). Word Attack subtest IWoodcock.. 1981). Any of these measures.

others. can be: used to determine "'nether or not

3.

reading disability exists. Once

reading disability is identified. analysis of the re:su.lts ofthcse insuumenlS will specify the skills

as we([ as the delicilS in the student's CW'l'enl repertoire of reading abilities {Fletcher & Foorman.
199-1:

Sha~ ...\iU:

&. Shaywit2. 199-11. Then. the

o~rational

definition ofa reading disability as
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outlined by a Depanmenl of Education/school district/specific program \Io'ould. upon completion
of the

~nt. be:

applied to delCTminc \Io'bethtt or DOt the person in question met the criteria

for 3. reading disabili~' designation.
Of panicular interest in the identification of dyslexia would be measures which could

identify. at the \'ery earliest stages of literacy development. those children who are not acquiring
l:mguage skills at

me expected dc\"dopmenlal rnrc. The use of such instruments to detect dyslexia

would facilitate early intcn;enuon in the: reading disability spira.I and offset much of the

psychological trawna associated ....ith difficulties in learning to read. Two such instruments
which have been ~'cloped in the: l'nited Kingdom are The Dyslc:cia

Earl~..

Screening Test

IDESTlt:-':icolson &: Fawcett. 19961 and 1M Cognitive Profiling System ICoPSl (British
Dyslexia Association. 1991). Both of these screening de....ices have been Ronned and designed for
administr:l.lion by regular classroom tcachers to children four years of age and older. to identify

.:hildren at-nsk tor learning ditlic:ulties including dyslexia.

befo~

these

child~n actually

fail at

r.:3Jing l Fa"cetL Singleton &:. Pe.:r. IQQ81" Wbile thc:sc instrwnents should nOI replace
lr3ditional ass.:ssmenL they c:m.. \"cry .:arty in !he child's literacy de-."clopmeriL identify those

who are at·nsk so thaI iDlen:cntions can be pro\;ckd. The results ofthesc early inlenlentions '4ill
d.:tcrmin.: whether funhcr 3SSCSsm.:nt

IS

warranted. If. as \'anous researchers contend. early

inler\"cntion '4ill reduce laler reading difficulties... a number of tMse children will exit the reading
difficulties route and go on to acqui~ reading sk..ills in. or vcry' dose to, a developmentally
appropriate manner. This would result in only those children \\ith the most severe reading
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disabilities requiring service ~;thin the spKial education system. In tum. this would allow

researchers to focus their cffons on developing programs to addttss the most 5e\!~ reading
disabilities
Pr~all!nce

Ha'"ing examined identification and

w

childrm.

next step is to determine how

to enter the school

complete

s~"Stem. '-\CCUJ3lC

id~ntification orall

me~t procedures

man~' reading

for reading disabled

disabled children then: are in or about

prevalence rates folio..... directly &om appropriate and

reading disabled children. As a result. it is difficult at the present

lime. to detenninc the prevalence of dyslexia because orlhe different identification criteria
emplo~~ b~

likened it
you

dra\~

(0

\"arious agencies wllieh otTer scr\'i~ to reading disabled children. One researcher
the dcfmition of obesi~' in that lM

~\-a.lence of this

condition depends on whtte:

the Ii'lc between bring o\'er.....ei~t and being obese IShafrir & Siegel. 1994bl. Reading

disabiliti~'

researchers have

..:ontinuum of reading skills.
those .....ho

~

3.
10

similar problem in that it is difficult to kno..... where:. on the
draw

th~

line betwet:n people .....ho have reading problems:md

genuinely reading disabled. The lack ofdarity in definition and identification

procedures further compounds this difficulty. as ,"arious pro,;nces.. agencies and boards of
.:duc:auon ffl\plo~

diff~t

criteria to achieve this end.

hen though .....e do not have a dearly delineated deflClition of ~ g disability. a look at
pre\-aknce rates resulting from traditional definitions used to suggest that males
h~a,"ily

we~

muc:h more

represented than females in the reading disabled population. often by as much as four to
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oae: however. this may DOt be accurate. More recent

fi~

suggest that reading disabilities

occur at similar rates in both genders (Sbafrir & SiegeL I994b). Clearly. an operational definition

which !>"e:cifically identifies and quantifies the deficiencies would provide a more accurate
picture ofpl"('\"a1ence rates than we cUI'R:ntly have. Even though accurate prevalence rates are

difficult to determine. a recent estinwe by Lyon (19%) identifies approximately (hoe pen:ent of
the public school population as lea.rning disabled.. He f'urthtt $13te$ that the vast majoriry of those

"'1th

idcntili~

disabilities have deficits in basic reading skills. Moats (1994) arrived at a similar

statistic regarding. the composition of the learning disabled population $Cveral years earlier \Io1th
his determination that 80 p.=:rcent arthis specific school population is reading disabled.

:\Iorc reccnl1y. Miles et 301. (19981 in their study of 11.804 British len.year-olds.
identified slighdy more than two percent of their population as dyslexic. lOOse identified
mcluded :23 boys and

~

girls which

~icldcd a

gender ratio of almost fivie lO one. ThcsIe flDdings

are 31 odds \\1th other SludileS which repon almoSl identical gleoder ratios Itubs et a1.. 1993:
Sha~",\·ilZ.

Shayv..itz. Flletchler & Escobar. 1m; Wadswonh. DeFries. Stevlenson. Gilger &

Pennington.

199~ I.

.md tound th:ll it

These researchers examined. the definition of dyslexia used in those nudies

uscj

tho: criteria oi-poor reading. in relation to

eXaIJllned their data in light of this definition they round that
population was identified. as dyslexic. This analysis

~1elded. a

intellig~-. When

approximatel~' four

Miles et a1.

percent of their

gender ratio of less than [\\,'0 to

on<:. a ratio which more c10sdy approximales thle findings of other srudies. They haVIe suggested
that

gend~ ralio

differences which exist in the literature have arisen out of the different critr:ria
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used to identify ....no is dyslexic. This detcnninarioo clearly points out the critical need fM
consensus on an unambiguous oper.uional definition for dyslexiL HO\l,-evCT. wben clinically
based definitions for dyslexia an: used which include nol only poor spelling and reading in
relation to general intdligence but other clinical indices such as left-right confusion or difficult~
in the recall of auditorily prescmed digits. the reSulting gender ratios are much closer to the Miles

el aI. lindings of more than four 10 one in favour of males. If instead.. dyslexia is diagnosed based
:>oldy on a discrepancy bern"cen reading ability and intelligence.

~

gender ratio findings "ill be

closer to the tr.1ditional one to one ratios pre""iously reponed in the literature. This

~h

has

imponant implications for an oper.u.ional ddinition of d~'5Iexia and benee. identification
pnxedures.
lyon cI qQSI re\"iews converging evidence from longitudinal studies indicating that 17 10
~O ~n.:enl

ofche population of school 3ge children have a reading disability. A disproponionate

num~r 01 th~~

arc: poor children and racial minorities. Bock ( 1998). in his Te\'iew of research

on reading impamnents undertaken :n the

~ationallnstilute Ilf Child

Health and Hwnan

Development 1~ICHDI. stated thai reading disability affects boys and girls al the same rate:
howe\·er. more boys are identified bc'Cause they come to leachcT5' attention more readily and are
referred more otten. Green I 19961 puts ~\-a.leoce rates at 15 pen:enL VellUlinoel al.IIQ%1
c$limate dJat if young children e\·idencing reading difficulties were provided with early and
approprialc intervention. we could reduce our prevalence rales from a conservative nine percent
to approximately one to three percent.
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SUIllalU'Y

From its early history as a learning disability. specific delays in reading have !:un
identifi~ and

studied. Various perspectives have been used to examine this pbenomena during

the past century. \loilh current practice focusing primarily on language and reading readiness
deficits. ~tlnitional issues have al....-ays hampered the field of reading disability and continue to
do so to this

da~·.

as the generally accepted discrepancy definitions. particularly those associated

\\ith intelligence test scores. have a number of inherent problems. Seven.! researchers in me field
01 reading disability
lad more

readil~

~"'e

proposed alternate operational definitions v.fuch. if adopted......ould

to comprehensh'c identifiotion of all those ....no

displa~' the

1C"'cl of delay and

;po;xifi,; dClicilS which characterize reading disability..~pproprillle identification orthe reading
disabled population would.. in tum. lead to more effective and timely inter';ention which.
research has ShO\\ll. would result in improved remediation and often prevention afmis

s~ific

leamlOgdisabilily"
It is dear that me greatest challenge in the tield of reading disabiliy is Ihe de\'elopmenl of
a delinition which
applicauon

I)'

~l1ects

current rescan::h inlo the basic tenets of this disabilily and me

such criteria to the identification.

\"~" earl~..

in the preschool and beginning

pnrn;u: school yean. of those children who are exhibiting aberrant

Iit~" acquisition

skills.

Such a process would facilitate intervention at a time when we can best deteTmine whether a
child is expcr1encing. literacy de\"elopment abnonnalities which will. with effective ~medial
etTon5. be 0\ ercome. so the child can go on to

acqui~

age-appropriate reading processes. This

course: of action wouId also tell us

\lotu~ther

lht: reading delay is likely of constiNtional origin and

\loill require a more intenSive and susWned effon to allow this child to achieve to his muimum
potential. This child. and Dot the fanner one. would be identified as having a reading disability
:md be provided ....ith the

:unount and type of intervention to allow nimlher to acnieve to his/her maximum potential in all
arc~ Q( ... ndc3vour.

and nOI just reading.
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StttioD
Ea~'

.-t

Ratio"tl/~

m

IDtcnrcatioD aad RcllKdiatioD

for Ear!.r J"Urvennon

In the development of a child' s reading skills two elementS are of the uunOSt imponance
it we ~e to capitalize on the abundance otresearch done over the pas! several decades in the
iield otreading cdiSlability. The first element we must be 3\l,'are of is the exiStence and nature ot
the reciprocal relationship betu"een the development of phonolOjical awareness sk.ills and early

reading acquisition. The second one is the role of phonological proc:essing and other deficitS in
reading. disabili~. Explicillmowledge ot these factors gh-es us the t(.'Ols to help a child overcome
hiS ha delicns. thus o:nabling him h.:r to acquire rclding skills earlier and in a more efficient and
productin~ manner.

.-\ prOll!SlOn ofr.:search indicatd that the sooner we begin this process. the more
:llTlcnabk tho: dlild is to remediatlon. the less s.he \\;11 fall behind. the more progress sihe \\ill
maKO: and the

I~s

psychological t:r::l.uma the child l.\il1 endure lFa.....cett. 1998: Green. 19961.

Spear-Swttling. and Sternberg Ilqq51 agree that early identification is imponant because of the
c01!Jt.itivc and moti\':uional consequenc~ of long. SWldinl! re3d.ing fa.ilure. In the face of this
resan::h it is deuimenw to the child"s 0\·era.l1 development. but moSt particularly to his/her
3dvancemenl in reading. to ""-ait until s/be has a significant IQ/reading achievement discrepancy
l"

ido:ntii) this individual as reading. disabled and then provide appropriate service. This process

usuall~

takes Sl:\·eral years and can be ddayo:d until close to the end of the child"s primary school
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years. the years when Slbe should be acquiring basic reading skills and developing fluency

the

~ading

~i.th

process.. the years when So he can benefit most from remediation.

Because of the reciprocal relationship bet\.l'een the development of phonological
awareness skills. panicularly phonemic a.....areness. and early reading acquisition (Badian. \994;
Brad~

8:. MoaLS. 1997: Elbro. 1999: lyon. 1998: Schneider. Kuspe:n. Roth.. Vise&. Marx. 1997;

SunO\ ich & Sieg.el. 1994: Vanden"elden & Siegel. \995) and the role of phonological al.\'al'eness
deficitS in roJing: disability and our ability to measure these deficits I Kahmi. Cans & Mauer.
IQqQ: Lenchncr. Gerber 8:. Routh. 1990: lundberg.. Frost &: Petersen. 1988: Yopp. 1988) early
Identificatlon:md intct"\;ention is possible. dcsirabk and producti\"c (Miles e1 a1. )9'J8: Satz 8:.

Flctch«. 19881. In their 1997 stud~

oi~ lcinderpn~

children exposed 10 a six-month

mcr..aling.uistic It:1ining program. Schneider ct 31. found that children can develop phonological

skills Sl:par.H~ Trom and beiore reading ability de,;elops and that these. in turn. facilitate the
;lcquisilion OT subs.:quenl reading and spelling skills. This conlinned earlier studies carried Out
h~ lundber~ ~1

skills and

;II. which snowed a strong.. positi

c:ltl~ liICr3C~. The ~arch ofVander

~

rclationsnip between pnonolog.ical processing

c1den and Siegel suppons the causal link

bd\\«n tho: dc...dopmall of phonologIcal processing skills and the acquisilion of early reading

:md concludes that the usc: 01 ph.onological information. which these researchers refer 10 as -me
sounds of one's languagc- in using. wrinen and oral language. is of vital imponance in learning to
read and wril~. The consequences of ignoring this research ....ill have detrimental effects on all
children. but most panicularly on tho~ who arc at-risk lor reading difficulties. This latter group
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may experience lifeloog repercussions due: to a lad ofexposure to appropriate learning
experiences during the most crucial phase of li~' de\"clopmcnL the: preschool and ~y
pri~

school year.> lButt. 1998).
Eariy identification is

Fletcher ~ I Cl881.

~tore

3.

\"i3.ble undertaking according to Miles

Ct

at. t 1998\ and SalZ and

recent research has uncovered rdevanl information which has the potential

to enhance the predictive power of early screening devices and assist early intervention. Despite
the importance of and need for such devices.. pre\;OUS anempts 10 \-a.l.idate preschool scrttning
instruments .....en:

fr3.u~t v.ith

problems. 1k most frequent COI1CetlS according 10 Satz and

Fletcher and K~ugh 119Q..l1 included insufficier:1 longitudinal validation. me contound-in£! of
screcming. and outcome assessments. and inadequate assessment of the predictive value: oflhe

SCrttning dc\"iccs. However. recent

~arch

into reading theory has identified ne..... variables

whIch .:30 rdiably predict reading difficulties before children actually fail at reading.. This
knO\~ l~gt'

\\ ill then lead to early intc"';ention and ultimately. morc: effecliv~

StatiStiCS strongly suggest that

th~ arli~r reading

rcm~diation"

difficulties are detected and appropriate

Intervaltion put in plac~.lhe ~erthe long term results "ill be (Green. 1996: Satz&: Fletcher.
lQ881" \\b~ dyslexia is detected in J:I3des one and ['\;0. 8: percent oflhe children identified
altain normal achie\"ement \e\"ds" \\ ben it is detected in Grade ~. only 46 percent att
successfully remed.iated" The success rale is even worse for those chiJ~ whose dyslexia is
J~t~cted until

001

g:rades tive through sc\"en. "ith the rate of remediation dropping to be1""een 10 and

15 percent. These Statistics pro\"ide o\"erwhdming e\"idence of the need for a shift in focus from
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rrying to overcome reading difficulties when reading disability is identified according to
uaditionaJ IQ/achicvement discrepancy definitions (usually around the end ofthc primary school

years l. to a focus on prevention and early intervention \\;th children experiencing or otheNoi~
detennined to be aHisk for reading difficulties.

Early Drteetioll of Retuli"f Disability
If early inter'\lention and ttmed.iation is most conducive to ameliorating a reading

disability. the next issue to be addressed is the age at ....ilich we can reliably identify this
condition. Ale there precursors in the child"s early development which are consistently correlated
with reading
3.

disabili~'

prior to and into the primary school years? The answer to this question is

resounding .. ~.~- Research has detennined that we can reliably identify a potential reading

disability long before a child enter.> kinderganen. and sometimes as early as infancy. 'IAonen
specific at-risk factors are identified t Berninger &. Abbon. 1994: Bruck... 1988: Mac:Lc:an. Bryant
&. Bradley. IQ87: Pran &. Brady. 1988: Siegel. 1988a. 1993: SlaDO\;ch. 1986b: Yopp. Iq881.."U
far back as I qg7. MacLean et al. concluded from lheir research WI me early detection of reading
Idis lability is possible by age dtrtt in childre:n who experience

difficui~· in

acquiring early rhyme

and allita3.uon skills. as such sk.ills are: related to me identification of sounds and !he ~

reading of \l'ords. Elbro II

m

I SlateS that three out of four children lAitb sC'vere reading

difficulties are: identifiable at the beginning of k.indergane:n.. Tb~ there: appears to be little
justification for waiting until an aptitudetachievement discrepancy develops. as is currently the
practice. before identif:ing a reading disability. On me question ofptteursors to normal reading
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ability or mari:.ers for specific reading difficulties.

~h

has also determined that the

\'as(

majority of these precursors and mari:.ers comprise the phonological av,,-areness skills children
need to acquire normal reading skiHs. In the event that reading difficulties have gone undetected

until the mid primary school years. it is essential. once the problem is
immediatt:I~.

W)CO\'~ to

intervene

Elbro has determined that mOSt oftbe variation ill rading ability is present after

only one or tWO years of formal ~g insttuction. Even lhough some cbildrm are Iatr: bloomers
I i.e. those who

~

slow 10 develop reading skills initially but who catch up readily "'itb little

negative impact on their overall reading de"'clopment) and others get stUck at some poinL the

vast majority of those who are not reading after several years of reading instruction .....ill. without
appropn8tc intervention. continue lO exhibit below average reading skills. relative to their peers.
for their entire school carttrS.
With our ability to identify specific reading prttunors and our knowledge of other means
"f ,;arl~ detecuon of future reading disability. it is essential iliat people responsible for the

.:duc:ltlon o( young children make use of this knowledge early in the child· 5 language
de\·e!oprnenL to ensure that s/hc ....ill dcvelop reading skills to hislher full poLCntial. To wait until
school entty to detect potential reading problems is detrimental to the child's overalilanguagc
dcvelopment. HOWC\"CT. when reading difficulties ba\·c gone undetected prior to school entry. it is
benc:r to recognize such problcms in IUndergarteo than to wail until the end of grade one or (WO

when thc child has a demonsuatcd dclay in reading. A nwnber of researchers havc identified
specific skill deficiencies in early primary school

chil~n which

likely predict fulun: reading
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failure. San and Fletcher (1988) have determined that deficiencies in the \isuo-spatial skills of
L:.indC'l!anen children are frequently COtnla1ed with reading difficulties in grades two and fi..·c.
DeficIencies in other areas including phonological segmentation skiUs and in the repetition of
ordered series ofwordsfMann. 198-4). shon·term memo~' tasks (Mann &.libmnan. 1984\ and
explicit awareness of phoneme units in language as a pm;:ursor to the development of
sound/symbol relationships j Ptan &. Brady. 1988) are

3CCW1lte

predictors of future reading

disability. Delays in acquiring any of ~ prereading skills should immediately aim parents and
educators to the possibility of a reading disability and suggest intervention 10 rentediate at the
~arlicSl

possibk opponunit)'.
Children acquire phonologic:1.I awareness long before beginning to read. through

(X~rio;:nces which

seem to have liale to do with the acrual taSK of reading itself. Poor ~rs

havo;::I; fundamental problem in acquiring a\\1lteneSS aCme phonemic muc:rure of the language.

an aspect of phonological awareness which com::lates highly ....ith sua:ess at learning to read
IBymc &. Liberman. 1999:

Si~eL

1985c: SWK>\i.ch. 1986a. b: Yopp. 1988). This relationship

exists not only in early reading acquisition. but throuthout the school years and into adulthood.
The inability

(0

readily ac:quire phonologjcaJ a....;umess skills is IIOl due to a developmenla.! delay

\}r lack of exposure to reading. but (0 intrinsic factors "'ithin

~

child. This is the core of

dyslexia and cannot be attributed to differences in IQ levels. but seems directly attributable to
problems in language processing I Badian. I ~-4: Siegel. 1988c. 1989a. 1993: Stanovich. 1986a.
b. 1988: Tal &: Siegel. 1996).
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Lad: of development of such specific precursors to reading can be reliably used to detect.
prior to school enrry,-. cbildren ""'ho ....ill e.xperieoc:e difficuhy acquiring normal reading processes
in the early primary years and subscquenl.ly be labeled reading disabled. Lenchner et aI. (19901
have determined that phoneme blcndinll:. manipulation and segmentation skills are the best

predictors of fut~ decoding ability and iliat a delay in their development should be a red flag for
parentS ;md professionals who work \\ilh young children. Maclean Ct aI. (t 987). in their research
on the arl~ Jetection of reading tdislabiliry. determined that children who will go on to
experience re:1ding disability C'\idence difficulty in acquiring early rhyming and alliteration skills.
They have sho....-n thai lhcse skills:tre: related to the ickntific31ion of sounds and the begi.nning
re3ding. oiwords. but nol10 the ~ognilion orlcners afme alphabet. Tbis builds on the earlier
work ofStano,"ich (198631 who concluded thaI the discrimination oflcners afthe alphabet is nOi
a problem ior children ....ith reading disability_ but that mapping letters onlo phonemic segments

\IUlef I IQqSI determined that the iollo....ing pn:cwsors 10 reading exist and their presence
or abscl'K:e can b.:

~Iiably

~gmentalion.. lbl

sound blending.. ICI rhyme detection and \d) pboneme manipulation skills.

~uter confirms

identified in the early

p~'

grades: lal syllable and phoneme

that phoneme a....lU"CIIcss and grapbemClpboncme knowledge are both

prerequisite to learning the alphabetiC principle. This knowledge is attained after children have
had sufficienl .:xpos~ [0 the ",Tinen fonn of letters and after their level of phonological

a.....a reness pennitS them 10 break words into their component sounds fEhri. 1992). Muter further

~
~ that ~'hi.Ie
if~·

some pbooological a....wmess skills develop prior to formal reading i.nstruction.

are to be fullydevdoped.

~

skills must be laught.. not in isolation. but ""ithin the:

context of reading. Lyon 119981 also places a high value on early exposure to good oral and

printed langU3.gc and asSCTtS that children moSt aHisk for reading failure are those who arrive at
school .....ith limited exposure to such linguistic concepts as phonemic sensitivity. letter
kno.....ledge. print awareness.. vocabulary development and

~owledgc: oftbe

purposes and.

pleasures of re3ding. who demOnmatc. as welL inadequate orallanguagc: and verbal skills.
:\s well. family history. paniculariy in the ~ ofpho~c a~ can be used as a
reliable: indicator of reading disability_ Between 23 and 65 percent of children "'no have II parent
with

3

reading. disability also have: a reading disability. Additionally. iftbere are siblings "'ith a

reading disability. the likelihood is
pro~l~ms

is also dyslc:xic IGrecn

~O

percent that the child c,"idc:ocing significant reading

1~6;

Lyon. 19981. This knowledge can be used 10 screen

.:h.ildrcn to dctcnninc .....ho is :u-nsk lor reading. disability. Follo\\ing this initial screening. more
tlmd~

:md appropriat.: idenrifil::3tion and remediation of those who arc: readini disabled can

In I Q8Q. Liberman et al. det.:mtined that the: child's degree of skill in phonological
aw~oess and

in rapid serial namin~ speed tasks w~ the best pn:diaors of future success in

learning to read. These findings
b~

w~

I::oniumed SC\-'era! years lateT with me resean:h c:arried out

Fl.:tl::her and Foorman t 19941 and Stano\"idt and Siegel (1994) wbo found that the best

predictor of reading difficulty in grade three was a child's

~rfonnancc on

a variety of phonemic
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a\l>-am'lCSS measures. level of print a\l,'3l'eneSS and the rapid naming ofleners. numbers aDd

objects. R.escan:h continued in this ""em until O'Connor and Jenkins in 1997. Meyer el aI. in
1998 and Bymeand libcmum in I~ verified lhese research findings and assened that achild's

le':el of awareness of phonemic-size segments of the spoken language is predictive of success or
failure in the early stages of reading. as are letter knowledge and speed of access to the sounds of

words in the mental lexicon as measured by rapid serial naming tasks. All of these can be used as
markers for reading disability. O'Connor and Jenkins (1997) also found that these tasks are berttt

predictors of reading ability when measured in early grade one than in late kindergarten and more
rdi3blo:

In

late kindttganen than early kinderganen.

Such deficits in rapid sc:rial naming.

s~

tasks have generated much study recently. In

his longitudinal study of second and eighth grade children with reading disabilities. Scarborough
11998) determined that deficits in sc:n:ral areas including phonemic awareness. verbal memory.
rapid serial naming speed and IQ .....ere stabk over the six year span.. This resnrch also
delcrmined that a child at grade tv.·o who e"'idenced deficits in rapid serial naming speed would
later be identified as reading disabled. Meyer et aI. ( I9CJ81 arrived at similar findings in their
stud~

ofrwo dilTerentlongitudinal s.unples. each evaluated at grades~. five. and eighL Tbe~

lound that for the poor readers. rapid serial naming ~ ""11S highly COrttlaIed "ith future word
identification. They also found that while phonemic a""oueness

was an accurate predictor for

these poor readers. it was not nearly ;is 3CCuratt:: a predictor as rapid serial naming

~

and that

IQ was nO[ at all. indicath'e of future reading problems. A study by Loven (1995) of children

7.
ages seven to thineen diagnosed as having

sev~

reading disability. examined how children with

rapid serial naming speed dt:ficits. as oppo~ to children with phonological awareness ddicits or
both. responded to renedial effon5. She determined that both groups of children with the rapid
serial naming speed deficit responded similarly but more poorly than the group with the
phonological awareness deficits. These findings were similar to those of Korhonen (199\) who
concluded from his study of third grade students with deficits in rapid serial naming speed. that
this group. when compared to other children \\ith reading difficulties.. had made the least
progress by

grad~

Despi~

six.

the converging evidence in fa,,-our of using rapid serial naming speed in

identi~ing those

..... ho ",ill continue to

experie~

reading difficulties. SC'VCTal problems remain as

highlighted by the IQQ7 study ofTorgesen o:t aI. which provided evidence to the contrary. These
roescarchcrs conducted predictive analyses from second to founh grade and from third to fifth
grade in a sample of 43 poor re:1dcrs which formed the bottom :!O percent of a group of215
childro:n who were lallowed from kindettanen to grade five. These analyses indicated WI. with
IQ controlled. rapid serial naming sp«d predicted reading.. but Wt phonemic aware;ness was an
e\"en stronger predictor. Torgesoen et 31. speculate dlat since the temporal stability of reading
scores over Lhc: (v..o-year period was much higher than that of other samples of poor readers.. this
might explain why rapid serial naming speed had no impact on the outcome. As well. none of
this group showed much improvement in their reading abilities O\'er time. relative to norms.
which likely resulted from lack of effective instruction. However. the weight of these findings

7S
suggests that individuals who demonsuar.e rapid serial naming spcN deficits show the least
impro\"ement o\"er time and lhis pie« of Icnowledge may prove useful in identifying those
children who require gre:Het" 3SSiSW'll."l: than other reading disabled cbildm1 who do not have this
dClicit. Bowers and Wotfl1993l arr'i\'ed at a conclusion similar to Ibis analysis in their proposal

aithe double deficit hypothesis in
mpid serial naming

~

ddicits

which~'
~ill

be

delemlined that children with phonological and

poo~r readers

than children with only one of these

ddicits. Building on lhis study. Badian (1997) proposed the addition of a third factor.
onhographk processing. to try to understand why some children have such severe reading
difficulties. essentially extending this double deficit hypothesis into a triple deficit hypothesis. At
the

pre~nl

reading

time. the exact nature of the relationship beN'ceo rapid serial naming speed and

3bilil~'

Jilli.. ult~

;md

is unclear. It is also unclear what types of intervention may remediate this

result in greater readin\; skill achie\"cmcnt for these childrct.

Successi,,·c: processing is 3l\Oth.=r ~ ot concern for
It

rc:sc:an:~

into reading disability as

Ius bc-c:n detennined that deficits in this skill are characteristic of many children with reading

problems. Findings suggest th3.t succes.si"'e processing may be a prerequisite or at least a corequisite 10 the acquisition ofphonolO¥ica1 processing skills (Kirby et aI. 1996). As such. it may
pro\'C: 10 be a fruitful area for further research into the various precursors of reading disabilit),.
Some of the findings cited abo"·c. including those of Scarborough (1998). Korbonen
~

199 I I. Lo"'en ( 19951 and Meyer e:t 31. ( 1998). address one: of the concerns raised by Keough

I I99-l1 and Satz and Fletcher I IQS81. These researche:rs dete:nnined that there is a lack of
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sufficient longitudinal 'I."3.lidation of reading disability predictors and screening devices in

determining which pmiiCIOrs have value in the long term in identifying lhosc who will continue

to exhibit deficits in reading ability and ""ill oot go on to acquire fluent reading skills. 'This
knowledge may

ith continued research. lead to additional early identification and imcn:ention

techniques which ill improve remediation of the reading skills of children with such
debilitating deficits.
L"sing a different approach. Siegel I I 988al d~ised a system to detect future lc:aming

disabilities while a child is still in infancy. This relatively simple and
makes

~ ofreadil~

~.

to usc system. ""ilich

a\"3ilable information on a number of ...ariables including reproductive.

perinatal and demographic factors. has been sho\An to be a very reliable and accurate pn:diClor of

future Ic:aming problems including. reading. spelling and arithmetic disabilities. I,Vhen this system
is used. children of parents from lower socioeconomic backgrounds have been identified as
ha\"ing more learning difficulties than children born into more affluent families. Severity of

illness

In

me perinatal period lor me pn:tcrm group. also led to poorer outcomes than for children

....tlo experienced balmy devclopment throughout this period. This system has also been used to
reliabl~

predict aspectS of cognition and language dc,·clopmcnt in pr=hool children as w'ell as

5pCCiiic l12diny disability and olhd-Iarnin~ disabilities during dlC' primary school years. Sincc
premature babies are at much greatCf risk for language difficulties than the gcueral population.
screening of such children would SUbstantially rcd~ thc incidence of dyslcxia (Green. 1996).
Sicgcl ( 1988a1contends mat the usc of this

system ~u1ts in

very fcw false ncgatives and

17

can deteCt. in infancy. almoSt all children I.....ho "'ill exhibit learning disabilities six lO eight years
later. It does. though. result in many false positives which erroaeously predict ti.nure learning
disabilities in

cbil~

\\w do DOt go on to demonstrate learning problems. However. this

detcnnination. and the subsequeot referral to an infimt stimulation

M

development program.. has

not been shO\lon to ~ detrimental to any child. including tbost: who would DOt have. even ""ithout
intervention. gone on to experience learning or developmental problems. It may also be possible
that this early identification

pren~:nted a

learning

disabili~' in

a child who

was ai-risk originally.

but .....ho overcame initial difficulties because of the timely and appropriate intervention.

Another means of detecting the potential for failure at reading early in the child"s school
life has been developed by Berninger and Abboa 11994l. These researchers concluded that
children can be designated as at-risk for reading difficulties in the \'efy early primary school years
:md pnor

CUf'e5

[0

actuallailure at the reading task.. This is done by analyzing the individual gro....th

or children who ba\C beo:n exposed to specific interVentions \\o;th demonstrated

C=IT«:li\·eness lor lhis population. Children who do not make the expected gains. referred to as

tte3unent

no~pooders.are

red-nagged as at-risk for learning problems including reading

disabilit~ .

V'ith thc= number ofidentiliablc= reading precursors and their relationship ll.'ith early.
efficient reading development. as well as several reliable systems to predict future reading
disabili~·. coupled

....1th the number of children in our scbool systems who subsequently go on to

~xperiencc= \-ar:ing

degrees of difficulty in acquiring basic reading skills. the onus is on parents

7.
and early childhood prof~onals w detect. as early in the child's life as possible. potential
~ading

and other le3mlr.g problems, Failing this early detection. the school system must be ready

10 idenl.i~. immediately upon school enny_ each child's developmental leveL and be prepared 10
pro..-idc: immediate. appropriate intervention to those children designated as at-risk for reading
and other learning problems. The knowledge ~ w make this detmninarion exists. It is
thus essential for tM school system to put this knowl~ to immediate USC for the maximum
remediation of learning difficulties in early primar)" children.
For lhose who argue that preschool interVention is too costly. evidence to the contrary
exists.

Re~arch

sho.....s that intervention \.\ith at-risk children who show phonological awareness

ddicits "'auld not incrnse overall COstS 10 the education delivery system and may actually
reduce W lotal
cost

10 ~

reading

mo~'

cOstS of educating such srudents. oorwithstanding the psychological

student of struggling through an education syStem and later. life as a person \l,im a

disabili~.

"The COSI of nOI doing so. howC"er. is enormous. Dyslexic children fall behind

more and more without appropriate and timely intervention and cost the entire system
significantly more in terms of long term suppan in special edw:::ation classes (Lyon.. 1998).
In our quest for precursors. after school enuy and

~f~

formal reading instruction

begins. cduc:l.tors can analyze the strate;ues children use 10 dec:ode

unkno\\,TI

words. This

Imowlcdge is panicularly important in light of the fact that phonetic decoders ~
than those ""no do

DOl

~~

use this strategy and thai decoding strategies used in the first grade predict

much o( the variance in reading: at the third grade. inclusion of this variable would enhance the
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predictive ability afmy early screening device designed 10 detect early reading difficulties
(Badian. 19911. This srudy also bas important ramifications for instruction in beginning reading
if we \\.ish to prevent reading difficulties. Explicit instruction must be provided in using a
phonetic strategy in beginning reading. Many

c:hil~ do

not acquire a comprehensive

knowledge of the alphabetic system and how it works and go on 10 develop maladaptive
str:l.tegies .....hich often harden into habi15 that prove very resistant to correction. They
subs.equend~..

fall behind their peeTS in word identification and begin the downward spiral of

reading difficulty anci often. disability.
CDmpon~nlS of an

Early Rctlding I"UfYrnlwlI PrOK,atrl

Research 0'"« the past ten to fifteen years has identified several compo~nts which would
ideally comprise an early reading intcl'\"ention program designed to offsct potential reading
deficits. (ntervcntion would initially iocus on developing phonemic awareness in the very young
child. This training .....ould
phon~mic stt\J.Cture

provid~ toddlers

and preschool children Vlith explicit knowledge

ofth~

oi spoken words (Perfetti. Bell. Ekck & Hughes. 1987). These resean::bers

ha... ~ detcnnined that some phonemic a"'-armcss is necessary for learning to read. However.ooce
this awareness ~ins to de\'elop. the relationship becomes f'e(;iproca1 \loith the developmml of
phonemic av.-areness initially spurring bqinning reading skills and then... beginning reading skills
supporting and enhancing phonemic and other phonological awareness skills (Byrne &

Libmnan. 1999). This training would continue during the early school yean and expand into a
complete phonological awareness training program (Badian. 1997: Byrne & Libennan. 1999:
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Clark.., 1991: Elbro. 1999; lyon. 1998: Maclean et a1.. 1987: Perfetti. 1987: Schncidc:ret aL

1997; Vellutino & Scanlon. 1987).
A \"ery strong. highly specific relationship has been found between knowledge of nursery
rhymes :md the de\"clopment of phonological skills. a relationship which is significant
soci~onomic status

C\~ ~'bcn

and IQ are conttolled IMacLc:an. et aI.• 1987). Funber to this. measures of

nursery rhyme skills and of the detection and production of rhyme and alliteration are strongly
related to the development of early reading. To this end the reciting of nursery rhymes. a very
enjoyable activity for most young children. leads to development of phonological skills and
ultimau:ly to the more dficient acquisition of prereading and reading skills. This reading of

nursery

rh~mes

is one which can be carried out \\1m infants and

Vel)'

young children within the

.:ontext of a loving. parenH:h.ild relationship. and lays me foundation for dC"o'cloping proficient
re:Jding. skills prior to or upon fannal school entry several years later (Bun. 1998t

In addition to phonological a.....~ness componentS. Vellutino and Scanlon (1981) have
J~~nnined

that other ~in~ skills need [0 be present prior to the child's introduction to

formal reading if Slbe is to lcam to read normally. ~. contend that word recognition abilities
.:omprise semantic and

~ntaetic as

......ell as phonological coding elements. and that deficiencies in

the tirst rwo areas constitute a major source of reading
lOe~lore. ~'oung
awaren~s

diff~es

in many beginning readers.

children should be scn:ened 10 determine .....hether semantic and syntactic

skills. and not just phonological a..'..areness skills. are developing nonnally and

remedial intervention provided

whe~

needed.
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Another area recently determined to be ckficient in children with reading difficulties is
rapid serial nami.ng speed lBadian. 1997: Bowers & Wolf. 1993: Korhonen. 1991: Lo\-en. 1995:
~leyer 0:1

a1.. 1998: Scarborough. 19981. Ddicits in this area do

..:o-occur "itb and compound deficits in phonological

DOl

av.~

seem to be ~'ones but

letter knowledge. and verbal

memory. Evidence to this point seems to suggest thaJ: children who have a deficit in this area
3ppear 10 ha,,'c

\"er~.. ~\"ere

reading disabilities which are more resistant to intervention than those

who are of average proficiency in this area (Korhonen. 199L lovctL 1995: Torgesen. 1997).
This may enable us to identify children who are in much greater need of assistance. panicularly
e:lrl~

assistance. than others \\;tb reading disabilities. These are children whose reading abilities

will nC\'er reach their full potential \\;thout such critical. timely intervention. At the present time.

it is unc:lear what intervention methods may best be used to ameliorate this deficit area.
:\11 oflhese prereading skills would ideally be de,-e1oped within a nunuring family setting

\\ith the: emphasis being placed on enjoyable activities and ricb. shared language experiences
I Butt. I Qq81. lyon 119981 $Utes mat arty language C-'l;pcriences should begin in the very first

days ofliti: and continue throughout the chiJd·s prc:school and primary school years and include
th~ ~nJo~m~nt ofrh~ming acth·ilies. list~ning to

slorybooks.

~Iy

and sharing picture books and picture

\',;riting opponuniti~s. iKti\"ities in .....ord identification to develop accurate:.

l1uent word recognition skills and direcL

~'Stematic

teaching of phoneme awareness and phonics

skills \\ithin a literature and langua.!!e rich en\"irorunent. Recognizing that not all homes foster
such ti'uitful early learning experiences. a concened etTon on the part of institutions which
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monitor the development of young children (0 put together activity-orienlcd prog:raID$ designed
to develop the prereading skills researchers have determined will foster early reading

dc\"e1opmenL should be a priority for society. In addition to de'\'cloping necessary skills in very
young children. parents could be educated to m:ognize the oeccssity of such early learning
cx~rienc~ and

encouraged (0 continue lhese activities long after (annal. instirution·based

programs have concluded (BUrL 19981. Early inten.·cntion in lbose areas identified as crucial to
the development of Ronnal reading skills \\-'Quld produce bener readers. not only among those atrisk for reading disability but among all children. thus helping every pet'Son reach hislher
potential.
[fwc cannot or do not wish to identify specific prtteading deficits in a panicular
population orpreschooJ children. 3II31tc:matc: route would be 10 offer phonemic and phonological
3 .... attnc;s

training to all prirrwy school children as ~Iy as possible. This could be

:lCc:omplishcd through the inclusion of training in these components in standard reading
p~.

This jXe\'cnth'c and remedial measure would

h3.v~ bcn~fits

for both normally

3C:hieving children and thos,e who would be idmtifi,ed later as reading disabled. in that it would
3lk""iale or lessen problems and deficits associated ",ith reading disability while pro"iding richer
language o:xpericnces for aU children.

Interwnl;Dn Dllring the Ellrly Primll')" Yellrs
Et'fecti"-e programs at the o:arly primary school level must consider the deficiencies
idenlificd during preschool and/or early kindergarten years and continue to emphasize ~vention
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and early intervention. before a child fails at the acroaI reading taSk.. StJCh comprdtensive
programs

~ould

be complete. syStematic. carefully planned altem.arives; to be used in conjunction

""ith or. in more 5e'>'~ siruations. to replal:c traditional methods and would include intmsivc_
daily onc:-on-one wlering adapted to meet

~

child's needs. Tbese programs would emphasize

frequent assessment oftht: child" 5 skill level and adapt

instructiOD

to reflect this curtent level of

knowledge (Fletcber & Foerman. 19941. Direct. early and appropriate instruction emphasizing

phonological 3"-'areness appears to be the most beneficial route to follow as research shows that
most

childr~n

id.:mili~d

with reading difficulties do not catch up. Seventy-four percent of studenlS who are

as reading disabled at grade

thr~

remain reading disabled in grade nine (Fletcher.

I QQ4: Suno\"ich & Siegel. 1994 I. Explicit early instruction must be provided in the use of
phonetic str3.tegies and the way in which the alphabetic system \,11000 (Badian.. (991). Libennan
~I

al. IlqSQI found that phonological

areness deficilS (the core deficit in

:J.\\..

~ing

disability) are

usually responsive to rcmedi.uion and O'Connor and Jenkins (1997) determined tha1 children

"ith phonoloqica1 awareness weaknesses can learn to read ",ith appropriat~ instruc:tion. These
findings w~ confirmed by Blachman 11994). Felton (1993) and Spear-Swerl.ing and Sternberg
,IQqS,.
Adams ( 19901 advocates the systematic tcaching of phonics. built upon a sound phonemic
and phonological awareness foundation as the single. most successful method of teaching not just
young or disabled readers. but all children to read. Vellutino and Scanlon (1987) found thai
children who received training sp«ifically in phoneme segmenlauon did hener in the long tenn
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than lhose using a whole: word approach. This suggests the need for training in this particular

slc..ill area.. as .... dl as other phonemic and phonological a....'lU'eOeSS areas. as an adjunct to
traditional meEhods of teaching reading in the early primary gndc:s. The inclusion of specific
phonological

3\\1ltenes5

trainini activities in standard reading programs could make a significant

difference for all children. especially those who exhibit readini difficulties upon school enay

(Adams. 1990). As ....ith the preschool group. this

~ventive meas~

would benefit all

b,:giMing readet"S. not just those who begin fannal schooling with rttognizcd prereading deficits.
\\'ith the focus on developing prerequisite reading skills in early intervention. fewer children
would go on 10 be identified as readinli! disabled. and those who would be so identified would
likely

3chie\'~:1 reading

skilllc\"el which more clO5CI~' appro:<imate5 the nonn than would

children whose identification and remediation are dela~
Tr:::llning studies IBail &. Blachman. 1988: Cunningham.. 1990: Haleher. Hulme &. Ellis.

1~ I
15

h.a\'~

done

In

shown that children make the most progress ...."hen phonological

a~ess

training

combination \l,ith the mGlningfultcaching: of lener/sound relationships. In this way

o:xplicit links ~ fonned befv,."een the child· s underl~ing phonological awareness and his/her
o:xpo:rio:nco:s in lo:aming to read. The ~. Steps to Reading tndependence tESTRJ) ~"eloped by
Biggins and Sainz t 1997) is a support program designed to be used in conjunction with either a
whole language or basal reader program which allo\,1,'$ both nonreaders and readers with limited
abili~· to begin reading immediatel~" II can be used ....ith reading disabled students at various age

and grade levels ""ithout requiring a sight word vocabuJary before beginning the program. This

8;
approach employs a simplified method for decoding unkDo\lo'll words and builds on the child's
listening and speaking abilities to develop skills in reading and ""Titing. ESTRJ lakes a
-cumulati\"c and spiral approach- [0 de\'cloping pbonemo'gnpbcme correspondence
~Iationships. using

the specific Nlc rhat each syllable of a word cootains a

vowel sound appears in five ways in the English language. The

de~loper.;;

\'0....'(:1

sound and this

suggCSl this program.

which is currently in use in a number of schools run by the New York Slate [kpartment of
Education. may be panicularly cfTccli\'c u.;th older students who have nOI been identified early
cnough to maximally benefit from early inter_entian.
Programs developed by Bradley and Bryant (1983) and Lundberg Cl

at (1988) provided a

te'St oCme potential causal connections between phonemic a....-arencss and ....TitteD language
lhrou~h

longitudinal intervention programs. These: programs direct die child's imention to....11tds

the form 01 spoken language. rather than its contel1L through listening and whole word activities
and CXCn::ikS "'ith m:!'mc that focus ancnlion onto individual phonemes_ Such acti\ities have:
dcmonsttale:d considerable: positi\ e impact
\:10

DOt

only on children- s phonemic a"'-are:ness but also

the:lr sub$e:que:nt reading and spe:lling de:,-e:lopme:nt. Other programs have: shown that the

dr«tS of phone:mic awarene:ss ua.ininj; are greatly e:ntwlced whe:n ua.ining is combined "'ith
lette:r kno....ie:dge: (Elbro. 1999\. Phoneme: 3\\,-aR:ness uaining has pre\'e:ntive: dft:ets in at-risk
children: howe:ver. dft:ets are sm31le:r in groups of poor readers than in groups of preschool
childre:n. It may be' rnat poor phone:me: awareness is an indication of a more pnvasive: language:
problem: a1te:mately. only minur problems in this area may be ame:nable: to phoneme: aware:ne:ss
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1J'aining.. or perhaps no current phoneme awareness program is capable of training all

phonological segmenlS of imponance to reading. This area requires more research for such issues
to be clarified (Elbro. 19991.
Braa~

4l\d Moats (1997) propose an -informed approach- which incorporates twO

principles: lOll SYS1ematic:. expliciL activity-oriented reading instruction which leads to discovery
and learning and (b) frequent practice of "'Tiling. spelling and reading skills in meaningful

contexts. Children need to discover that words are made up of meaningless sounds and to
identi~·

those sounds. learning first the beginning. then the ending and finally the

~ia1

sounds.

lhus de' eloping av.;uenes.s of Ute phonemes in all positions in spoken words. Emphasis must be:
placed on decoding_ comprehension and ....Tiling. as well as augmentation of early reading
instruction \.\ith successive processing and phonological coding (Kirby e1 aL 1996).

Effickm reading is notjusl word recognition. It must also lead to an understanding afthe
material reac!. To address this need. the

carl~..

primary school program must indude elements to

instruct the child in ,.VOlyS to derive meaning from

found that children ..... ho
in phonolog:y.

we~

~ei ...cd

this materiaL Vellurino and Scanlon (1987)

insuuct.ion in deriving meaning in beginning reading as well as

more liko:ly to succeed than children who

~ei"ed

either one alone. Spear·

Swerling. and Sternberg t 19951 and .-\dams (1997) concur ",;th this assessment that all
benefit from

cod~rientcd as

chil~

well as me.aning-oriented insuuction. especially those at-risk for

reading disability.
Kindergarten and fi!'st grade

p~\·ention

programs and classroom change models have also
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proven to ~ dfecrive. .'\n example of such a program with a documented effectiveness record is
the Reading Recovery Program (Clay. 1979. t 985) v.1Ucb includes extensive diagnoses of
children \\om ~ e..xperlcncing reading difficulties relative to their peers. at the end of O~ year of

schooling. This program provides
skills of reading • self-monitoring.
attain

:J.

in!ensi\~ one~~e instruction
\A,t)rd

which focuses on the essential

analysis. phrasing and fluency and aims to have children

median level of reading ability relative to their classmates after 15 to 18 weeks and not

require further intervention. This intensive instruction is provided by trained Reading Recovery
specialists to at-risk students for 30

(0

-15 minutes daily and includes many components which

ha\'.: been detennined to be critical to successful

primar~..

level reading. including explicit

instnlction to dcvdop phonemic awareness and remediatc other identified deficits and practice
doing actual reading. Each day' 5 lesson typically contains a number of elements essential 10
tcaclting beginning reading including rereading of familiar books as well as new books, lener
idc:ntitication and writing, Such lessons pro\"ide a number of elements deemed critical 10 the:

J ... vdopm..-nt of earl~ litteracy including: cal individualized insuuc:tion which builds on the child's
assessed strengths and needs. cbl praclice in letter recognition. concept of a word. phonemic

segmentation and other print conceplS, ICI repeated reading ofrealle.'(t at the child's
IOdependenuinsuuc:tiona! !e\'el and 1.11 frequent \\.riting practice.
Despite initial Iq)Om of success. Reading Reco\·e~· bas nol proven to be the panacea for
reading problems WI ilS developers hoped it would b:. as gains made in this intervention do nol
endure unless classroom practices olTer appropriate challenges at ascending levels ofdifficulty

gg
and bom~ support continues (Snow c:t aI.• t99a). AdditioaaUy. Reading Recovery does DOl
c:xplicitly teach pbonemc:-to-grapheme cOlTeSpOndences as Juel (1999) suggests many children

need. lnstead. it is left to the: child to infer
~ucc::;;

lh~

correspoodences indin:c.tly and this likely

the efficacy of this iJuer\'ention for a number of students ..no require such explicit

insrruction.u determined by Snow et

at in their reviev." aCme literalUre into preventing reading

difficuhies in young children. However. il is not necessary to abandon this approach. lnstead..
these: findings suggest that ',\;e should supplement with sucb practices as including insuuction in
the code Ilversen &. Tunmer. 1993) which is in keeping with the recent information regarding
how young children best leam 10 read.
Classroom change models were also successful in ameliorating later reading difficulties
i

Fletcher &. Foonnan. 19941. Such models are based on the: premise that the best v.-ay

(0

minimize the n¢ed for laltt remedial help is to p1'O\i.de the best possible classroom instruction

immediately upon school

cn~·

and to highlight indi\;dual pacing of students through a seqUC'fICC

ot \.\'Clt~ctincd instructional objecti\ es. In such situations childrm are taught in small groups
based on skilll.,-eLs. and are continuously assessed and regrouped based on these assessments.
Hultquist (1997) contends thaI orthogJaphic pnxcssing is another area in need of
remediation in reading disabled children. By focusing only on lheir phonological awareness
skills. we run the risk of helping lhem become bener decoders y,ithout remed.iating lheir reading
rate problems. Since orthographic
n~ading

proc~ses account

for mon=: of the ...ariarn::e in spelling and

rale than in reading: accuracy (Barker. Torgesen &: Wagner. 19921. we may be teaching
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them only to be fluent decoders ....ilil~ allowing them to remain poor spellers aDd dysfluent

problems. Resc3rCh. has made great strides in uncovering and remediating the deficient
phonological processes underlying dyslexia. Our attention must also tw'n 10 the visual aspects of
reading and s~l1ing with remedial effortS focused on helping reading disabled children
overcome lheir orthographic weaknesses. thus improving their fluency as well as their accwacy.

Despite these findings. a different point o(\;ew was suggested by SlanOvich. West and
Cunninghar.'J II qq 1) "..ho argue: that explicit remediation of onhograpbic processes may not be
necessary as these skills emerges in larte pan as a direct result of print exposure. Because of this.
exposing re3dinl' diS3.bled children 10 print by requiring lhem

[Q

read for a specified amount of

time each. day may be all that is necessary 10 improve their onhographic: processing skills. Again.
more re5l:an::h :5 needed 10 clarify the role of onhographic issues. particularly in the area of

remediation of such deficits in reading disability.

One very successful remediation program carried out by univem~' student athletes (many
wno were poor readers themse:h;es I ....ith at-risk. fU'St grade children
to determiOC' which components

Wen':

critical to its success, Careful

""''as

analyzed by Juel (1991)

scrutin~" of dtis

program

unco\"ered both quaJitati'l."e and quantitative elements y,:hich contributed to the success of dtis
program" The qualitative issues are: lal the de'l."e!opmenl ofa positive
tutor and tuttt coupled ....ith lots of\"erbal and nonverbal

~lationship between

~inforc:ement ofthc:

child's

achie\"emenlS. (b) [Uwrlng sessions characterized by ample scaffolding (Le. a process of

the
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pro\iding the ~ \Io;th just enough assistance on each task 10 ~~) of reading and
",Tiring experiences and Ie) sufficient cognitive modding aCme reading and writing process by

the tutor so that the tulce was led explicitly through the taSks of word recognition. spelling and
....Tiring. thus making each onc clearer to the learner. One orthe mosteffectivc techniques in this
cogniti....e modeling process involved the reversal ofroles between the tutor and tutec such that
the lutec became the teacher and the tutor became the student. which enabled the child to take a
more active pan in undemanding how the teachingl1eaming interaction worked Quantitative
results clearly demonstrated that the more successful lUtors spent significantly more time on twO

specific aai,;ties: lal explicit instruction in
the build-up ftlders which each
high frequency

\·ocabular~..

tutOrfmtce

j()undi~mbol

correspoodences and {bl more use of

dyad had authored. These build·up readers introduce

as well as new words which contain common phonogram patterns.

This usc of one-on-one tUloring is recommended by Quatroehe (1999) as the most effective
Intervention for struggling readers. She suggestS th.c follo ..",ing components should a150 be
lndud~

in an mte",,"ention program: I al explicit teaching of phonological

a"'~ness. lener/soWld

relationships and word panerns. I bl repeated exposure to enhance: "''Oed recognition and to
incrcas.: sight v..oni \'ocabulary_

monitoring :ikills as

IC I

ongoing teaching ofcomprehension suategies "ia such

self-questionin~ \isuaJ imag~-. retelling

and cdl repealed reading of connected text

[0

de\-elop

fl~".

and question-answer rclarionsbips
accuracy and increased word

recognition.
RC!X'3ted reading of short sections of text bas demonstrated efficacy in developing

9.
fluency in beginning readers during the past decade (Oowbower. 1994: Samuels. 1991). Wheldall
t~OOOI

conducted an e.'(pmmental e'o-a.luarion of this

stra~· to

devdop reading fluency using the

R.3.inbow Reading Program and found that. not only did it build fluency. it also developed

accuracy and some comprehension skills as well. The use of this program to build reading skills
and self confidence. as well as direct instruction in sight word vocabulary via flash cards. can be
add~ 10

Uic remedial specialist's repcnoire of techniques for remediaring the deficits of reading

disabled students (Frantantoni. 1999l.

In anempting 10 ma:omize CNCW remediation time it is just as important to recognize
whal does nol work as it is to dctc1TDine "'nat actually does help lM young child oven:ome
reading difficulties. Flel:cM and Foorman t 1Qq4j state dtat diagnostic-prescriptive pullout
programs show linle evidence of efftttiveness unless they involve one-on-<lne tutoring. Such
tutoring has substantially improved the dTect;,"cness of these programs. panicularly in the long
lerm. with cnildren who have identified kaming disabilities. As well.
where a special

~ucation

m~am

programs

assistant works right in the regular classroom have been no more

etTecti\·e than pullout programs unless the assistant is specifically assigned 10 a particular srudent
to carry out an intervention program based on !he child's identified mengths and needs.

1be use of conte...:1 as a primary stra~· for figuring out unIcnown ....~rds also needs lO be
re!hought in lighl of recent information. Despite the fact !hat its use has always been a staple in
beg.inning reading il1SUUcUon. panicularly among .....hole language proponents, researchers have
do:termmed that it is nol a useful nor productive strategy (libennan. 1998: lyon. 1998). Most of
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the words \lottich children miss are content words and these can be predicted from CODtext only
~'een

10

and.w ~t of the rime. The remaining 60 to 90 percent results in many errors and

causes children to mis:read and misunderstand the:

meaninE the author wishes to convey. A study

by TUNner and Chapman (\998) confirms these figures. They determined that the average

predictability ofcontent words in running text is about 10 percent compared to 40

~t

for

function words ....weh are usually the short.. high frequency words that beginning readers can
already recognize. Deriving meaning from the text depends disproportionately on the recognition
of tho: least familiar and predictable words. As a result. unless children are reading very low level
material with repeated sentence strUctures. high predictabilit)· and an extreme amount of pictUre

5uppon. they have a 10 percent chance of guessing the correct word. This is neither a strategy to
build skill in word recognition nor promote comprehension.
we need to rethink the balanc::e bet\l>ecn the

USC'

Tb~

findings SIroogly suggest that

of letter/SOWld relationships and context cues.

\\nile whok language proponents ad\"ocate the use of context cues as a priI1'la!1' suategy for
recognizing unfamiliar \lo'Ords in COntexL it appears
productive and
3 lirst

~tr.lt~

"l.'C

mat the use cithis stralegy is not "'cry'

\\,-ould do well to use grapbophonic cues nbc: mapping ofletters to sounds) as

and to

USC'

context cues sparingly in teaching beginning reading.

Inu",~nlion/Rt!medialion. Bi!]<oond PrilfUlT)·

School

Statistics ~vca.l that children who are identified as reading disabled beyond the primary
5Chool years are considerably less rcsponsh·e to remediation (Fletcher & Foorman. 1994).

D.espite this. many reading disabled children are not identified until the end of the primary school

9'
yean and sometimes even later..o\s well the literature on remediation and prevention of reading
disability fOcuses almost exclusivel)' on the preschool and primary school population. As such.
theft' is a dearth of information regardin@ the most useful ....llys to help children overcome their
reading problems when identified as reading disabled after their primary school yeazs.
Sevenheless. despite the lowered probability of remedial success. we must. once

thc:- arc:

idemifio:cl take appropriate measures 10 ('nsutt they achieve 10 lheir remaining potential.

Anempts to help children at this late stage must be multifaceted. As in the preschool and
early primary sd\ool years. remediation should begin immediately upon identification as Felton
I I q(jSI has determined thai students who are poor readers in g:r3de three will continue to be poor
readers in grade eight. He determined as well. that poor readers make more gains between grades

three' and

fj\,('

highlighting
due

In

than be£\\.'een grades the and eighL panicularly in their facility with decoding.. thus

~

critical n«d for inter....ention 10 occur as early as possible. This finding may be

pan 10 ~ greater emphasiS placed on the acrive teaChing of various reading skills which

.::ontin~ to

years whom

a greater degree during.

;1

w

o:arIy elemental)" school ~..e ars than in the junior high

person generally has acquired fluent reading skills and uses these skiUs to facilitate

learnmg in other subject areas. R~cdiating sl.:ill deficilS should continue to be a focus. mough
not oo:essarily the primary one. of a remedial program at this time. Pbonological awareness and
phonics training should be a pan. but not the major thrust. of a

com~bensive

remedial program.

Such U'aining should lead. to more rapid decoding. and word recognition (Siegel. 1989al.
However. training in melacognith'e suatcgies ....fuch leaches the Student to monitor
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bisJber" reading.. thus leading to enhanced comprehension oCtile maurial being read. sbouJd be an
int~

pan of any remedial program at this level (Dole. Duffy. Roehler a: Pearson. 1991: Duffy.

R~hler

8:. Hoemnann. 1Q88l. In addition to remedial. srmegies. a com~\'e program at this

late stage ;;hould also focus on helping the student develop compensatory strategies SO that. when

decoding and

\'\''Ord

recognition skills fail 51be \,\,i.U have another route to acquire knowledge

which is the primary laSk of older e1emenw:" and early bigh school students (Brozo. 1990; Gillet
&; Temple. ~OOO l. Such compensatory stIategies include using oral

lectures.

voice~acti\'ated microrecorders

aids such as raped texts and

and oral note-taking. Strategies at this level should also

focus on developing. comprehension and general background knowledge by careful listening
rather than

rel~ing

primarily on reading to develop information.

Interventions which result in skill dc\"e!opment or enhancement can lead to positive
Changd In JdokSCl:flts" self eSteem. and. students in this age group
mkr\"o:~ntions (Special

the

US<:

Education

Pro~_

~nd well

to such

19991. Successful interVentions include insttuction in

of self-monitoring and repair strategies. peer-assisted learning and instr.JCtion in the use

of comprehatsion suategies. DirecL explicit sttategy instruction in all areas appears to be the:
most effeai'\'e means of helping such students ameliorate their fQding difficulties. Successful

intervemions are

th~

.....hicb teaCh adolesceOls multiple strategies through intense and frequent

instructional sessions. Lyon 119981 comends ilial the intensity and duration of interVention
programs must increase exponentially as children get older in order to approximate the same
Jegr~

of remediation possible

durin~

the \'cr: early school years.
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h a.ppean... however. that the mOSt ~ strategies at th:i5 level include efforts to raise
self-esteem. 10 empower a child 10 take control ofhislhcr fCIding and 10 creue expectations of
success (Harwell. 1989: Satz &: Fletcher. 1988: Special Education Prognms. 1999). Such
mategies encourage the child. despite past

fail~_ to

believe in him/herself and develop lhe

confidence to undertake this seemingly insurmountable problem.. and.. in so doing. enable him/ber
10 develop some of the skills \\'hich will make reading easier. It also appears that encouraging a
child's parents to believe in himlher. as ..Itcll as encouraging the child to put forward a greater
dfort.

CM r~sult

in

greau~r

O'Suliinn &. Joy. \9Cj..J).

gains in the child"s readiog achievement (O·Sullivan. 1992:

Man~'

of these children. as well as their parents. are discouraged by

years Of tailure at reading. Such support and encouragement for iii!
~rseverance in

bl:ncricial than

this difIic:uh usk and instill 3 desire to succeed. a

;m~'

pani~

$ll'3.~

would promote
which may be more

other remedial SU'au:gy the child has acquired to date. Such feelinp of

learned helplessness or passive faillJfe. ",roch make lhc adolescent fed that no matter ...."bat one
does nothin!! "ill hcip. make students resiswu to inler-.ention. These students belic\'c thaL
rqardless or their drons at remediating their reading difficulties.. they havc little or no control
.:" er !heir successes or tailures in school. These feelings of helplessness can be reduced through
modding. the literate beha"ioW' of respttted and trUSted individuals. Such modeling as
successfully reading a book or tad:.Iing a difficult writing assignment provides the struggling
student "ith motivation and builds incentive [0 overcome reading difficulties (Gillet & Temple.
~OOOl.

9.
A comprehensive revie'4" of remedial smucgies and

programs suggestS that prevention is

W most producti..·c and cOSt efficient \lo'3Y of dealing with a readin& disability and this can be
achieved most effectively through the provision of sound instruction for everyone. not just those
who may be aHisk for reading disability_ Snow et a1. (1998) State that the

ty~

of reading

inslnJction childrm re<:cive is critical to the prevention of reading difficulties. As well effective

inslnlCtion is an essential component of the successful acquisition of reading competency for
~\"eryonc.

QuatrOChc (1999). in her review oflhe current

America:l5 determined by the 1998

~ational

statUS

of reading perfonnance in

Assessment of Educational ProgIfiS. found that the

following live principles underlie dTective initial reading instruction: (a) a focus on using
~ading to

dcri\"c meaning from print; Ibl developing understanding afthe structure of spoken

words: lei helping ettildren understand how die onhographic system works: Cd) practice in the
~

01 sound

writing
;are

In

s~mbol:relationshipsand

Ie) me pro'l.ision orman)' opportunities for reading and

meaningful contexts. Beyond this. children must have an undemanding ofho"" sounds

represerued by print and frequent opponunities to practice reading to

~Iop flucn~·. to

Increase their \"ocabulary and to monitor their understanding of wbat they are reading.
\\"hal is needed is a change in focus from the primary

~Iiance on

the whole language

approach to one which places more emphasis on decoding skills in initial reading instruction.
Adams (1991) advocates such an approach when she stales that proficient knowledge of
spelling."sound correspondences of English does not come namrally. It requires much practice and
(or many children does not occur without imensive. direct and explicit leaching. Vellutino (1991)
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$Wed dlis position earlier in the dec:ade and coDcludcd that with wcll-dc:signed reading
instruction which includes explicit teaching ofgrapbeme.pOODm)e relationships.. all but one to

duee perttnt of children can learn to read Ouently. Despite ",bat whole language proponents
bdieve. learning to read is not like learning 10 speak. Reading is not a natural process and whole
cultures throughout the ages have not used ....linen language despite always having a spoken one
(Byrne & Liberman. 1999: Gough. 1993: Gough & Jue!. 1991: lyon. 1998: Shaywitz. 1998).
\\"hile whole langU8£c's emphasis on rich literature is commendable. it is not suffici~t for a

read... Research comparing 1M use of chil~' li~ instead of

number of children to lcam

to

controlled \'ocabulal'y

(either high

the form.:r

IS

te.'I>ts

freq~'

words or phonics-basedl suggestS lhat while

etfective in developing in childmt the basic print coocepts it is not as effective in

facilil3.ting their decoding and word recognition skills f Jud. 1999\. Many children need explicit
instrUction to the souncLs;.mbol relationships on which our alphabetic print system is based as
well as experiences '-\ith reading repetitive text which makes use arthis knowledge (Hiebert.
1qq,41.

With OlU ri~d

~~

to primarily a wbole Language approach we are. in effect.

creating a generntion of disabled rcaden. This ""Titer is not advocating that the ",,-bole language

methods of early reading instruction be thrown out. \Vbat is oeeded is a balanced approach to the
teaching of reading.. one ....rbich
read in

man~

U5C:5

a .."ari~. of methods while recognizing that children Ieam to

different ....'llys and one which takes into account these individual needs in

instructing. children in beginning reading. Bock (1998). Juel (19991 and Lyon (1998) agree: ....ith
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this position and argue !.hat the more soundly based aspects of the whole language approac:h.
panicularly tM immersion of children in literanue-rich environments. should not be: abandoned..

Instead we can supplement the rich lang11ai;e/literature base provided by this approach with some
explicit instruction in deciphering the alphabetic code as \\01:11 as in reading controlled·vocabula~;
texts. They argue thaL contrary to what wbole language proponents advocate. we do not have to

take an all or nothing approar::h to beginning reading instruction. Rather. what we should do is
pick from the: menu ofbeginni.ng reading choices to tailoc a program which fits the child"s
indi\"idual needs and results in hislber learning to read ",'hiIe being mindful of the
O\·cT'whelmingl~ sho"'''$

~h

which

that decoding strategies taught "",ithin the context of "",'hole Language

produces the best readers.
In keeping v,rith this multi- faceted approach to leaching beginning reading. Stanovieb and

Suno\"ich's 119Q91 reiteration of the ideas brought fOT''o':ard by Jeanne Chait t 1%7) in her classic
review of the acquisition of beginning reading skills. provides funher suppon for the use of
...anl:d methods in initial reading instrUCtion. In this summary of effective prereading; and early
reading skills. Chatl mninds us thal phonics taught in isolation from the reading of good books is

nol recommended. She: suggests. Irmead. thal library books rather than work books be: used by
children nOl working ",irh the leacher. A further suggestion is that writing be: incorporated into

reading. insuuction. Her analysis strongly argued that some children in whole: language
classrooms do not readily acquire the alphabetic principle: through simple immersion in print and
"Tiring activities. but need explicit instruction in soundlsymbol correspondences iftbc:y are 10
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leam 10 read. It appears. bowever. thaI society in general. and education advocates in particular

are: sJow to learn from

histo~·. as

we COD.ti.n~ to make the same mistakes n:peaIedly despite

massive amounts ofresc:artb to the

con~·.ln beT

summation ofthe oeeds ofbeginning readers..

Adams 119Q1l has stated that 100 years of scientific research bas meticulously. repeatedly and
incOfItro\"ertibly d.ctermined that for children to read fluently and ....;th reflective comprehension
th~y

must first acquire a d~ and readily accessible working knowledge of the spellings of

words and their mappings to speech. and second that poorly developed concepts of spelling and
sound.is~mbol correspondences

are the most pervasive cause of reading delay (Rack. Snowling &

Olson. I qq~: Stanovic:h. I986a. bl. Furthermore. instruction is critical in enabling cbildn:n to
acquire this knowledge and research suggests that well desiened instruction can make readers out
0(97 to

QQ

c~n(ly

percent aClhe population of school children instead nCttle almost 80 pereent we

produce IVellutino et aL 19961. thus sparing this other 17 10 19 percent of students the

ordeal \)( S('\-ere reading delay

~\l,

as d,,-slaia.

F urth<r resarch by Foonnan. Francis. Fletcher. Schatscttneidcr and Mehta {19981
conJinns this swmnation in its finding that insauction \lpuich includes explicit. systematic

instrue:tion in the alphabetic principle as well as aeth;ties and materials which engage children in
the: practicing of their gfO\lp;ng knO\lp ledge of soundtsymbol correspondences and spelling. both

in isolation as well as in meaningful activities. are most likely to produce fluent readers.
Goswami t 19991 would add instruction in rh~me and analogy skills to the explicit teaching of
g.r.lph~mc:.. phoneme

correspondence strategies to enable children to learn more readily to crack
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the code.
Grossen (1997) confirms the value of high quality inrnuction which places decoding
skills at the center of the lcaching of early reading skills and conlends that the weight of research
findings propo~s the following seven principles of good insauction in early reading: (a) begin (0
teach phonemic awareness directly. very early in the child's life. (b) teach sound/symbol
correspondences explicitly and systematically. (c) teach frequent. highly regular spelling/sound
relationships. (dl teach children e.ucd~· how to sound out words. (e) use connected. dec:odable
text for children

[0

practice their spelling/sound relationships. (f) usc interesting stories to

develop language comprehension and 19) balance the use of comprehension and decoding
Slr.)tcgid but don"t mix them in the same lesson while children are still learning to decode.

Future: Dirtdiou
The iidd of learning disabilities. including w specific aIn of reading disability.

continu.:s to (\'0[\"( as it has since its inception over a hundred yean ago. Many gains have been
mad..: in identifying children with such disabilities and detennining the characteristics which
comprise these disabilities. Gains ha\'e also been made in the development of proced~ which
a.nempt to overcome or circumvent such disabilities.

N~'crtheless. much

remains to be done.

Perhaps the are:a of gJUtesl need in the reading disabilities field. as noted by the
conuoversy in the literature. is an identification procedure which is not tied 10 IQ scores (Radian..
1994; Siegel. 19893.. b.

199~:

Stano\'ich. I989a. b. 199]; Stanovich & Siegel. 19941. Many

researchers contend this would resull in a more complete and appropriate identification of most

\0\

or aU children with a reading disabilit),. Conclusive. long tenD. stUdies in Ibis area would put the
issue: of IQ d i ~ \"C15US non discttpancy in the identification proccdutt to rest. thus
allo....ing lhe ctrons currendy e.'Cpended on such maIter.i to be channeled into more productive
areas including the development of benet early identification and improved remediation

procedures. More longitudinal studies are also needed. which compare the

lUdin~ performance

of IQ discrepant and nondiscrepant groups of children with reading difficulties. 10 determine
whether differences in IQ should be me basis for providing differential remediation

lO

these

groups ofp.>Or readers (Felton. 1998; Lyon. 1994: Siegel. I 989a.; Stanovich. 1988).
Building em the research of the past ten to fiftem years. knowledge must be dissemina.ted
10 diose most in ~ of iL parenlS of young children and teaChers. particularly those who ....-ork
.....ith preschool and primary children IAdams. 1990; BUlL 1998). Contemporary teacher education

prog:rams must

rell~1

to preservice teachers.

this knowledge of how children best learn to read in the courses provided
L~g

to read and tcaching prescndce teachers how to effectively teach

these skills must be accorded top priority in any teacher training program. Such progtamS must

also !!we prospective teachers the knowledge to identify language delays and reading difficulties
long before the:!, become entra'lChed and much less resistant to remediation. Prospective teachers
need

[0

,je'"dop knowledge of remedial procedures "'-hich will enable them to put in place. very

earl:!, in the child's formal school life. stralegies to belp himIber OVeIa)IDC reading difficulties.
ChaHI ! 997) argues that new and current teachers must be trained in the teaching of

phonics and other beginning reading skills. Teachers

n~d

to understand why phonics is a
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necessity as weU as the specific sequence of phonic slcills to teach. We also need to educa1c:
teaChers in ",-a~"S to prc:\'ent reading difficulties in young children and make them realize that the

methods which 1o\'Od: best for normally achieving children. also work for those having difficulty,

This "'ill enable us not only to produce better ~ but also to ruluce the number of children
who "ill

experie~ reading

problems, Effective insuuction to prevent reading difficulties,

according to lyon 119981, must be instilled in teachers during tbeir prescrvice training programs,
He contends that most. teachers have not been given the opportunity to acquire basic mowledge
about the structure of our English language. reading development and the nature of reading
difficulties. Such presen.ice programs for teachers of young child..rct must be changed so that
rlI:"

teachers will acquire the necessary content and pedagogical experience which. resean::h has

o\'eT\lo'helming.!y demonstrated. leads to effecti\'e reading insauaion and the prevention of all but
3. v~

small

~rcentage of reading

difficulties.

C \lrTeCting the lack of appropriate preset\ice tnlining for teachers is an important first

St<1'. Adams IIQCl71 mountains that

man~'

teacher education instiMions are not doing a good job

01 leaching teachers to teach reading.. Teachers emerge from such pre:scrvice programs with lime
specific mowled.ge of bow to proceed.. and C'\'en at times "'ith inaccurate infonnation about
which is the best way to teach reading. Such institutions are failing teachers and tbcir students in
nOI

sharing the thrust aDd weight of the research "'fuch overv..bclmingly favors a codc:·based

approach over others.
Textbook publishers also. must share some of the blame as

th~· develop

whole series of
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graded reading textS and lobby \'3rious education dcparunents to adopt their panicu1ar series.
Such pub(~ provide a varie~· of support and promotional materi.als. as well as inservices in
these materials. 10 ensure their textS will be used. As a result. commercial inteIeStS decide. to a
large extent. ho....- and \A,hat beginning read~ .....i ll be taugbL lnstead. well informed comminees
who have

~lved

into the resean:h. should determine what needs to be included into a beginning

reading program and then find materials which fit this criteria. What we have instead is a set of

materials which mes 10 mold children· s reading into a predetermined set of skills. regardless of a
child·s identified needs or what the research says (Adams. 1997). A comprehensive preservice
teacher training program should include. nOI only courses on reading and writing instruction. but
;llso language development. children·s literarure and other topics relevant to

Iiterac~;. Teacbers

must be provided with a solid understanding of the theoretical and scientific underpinnings of
literac~

de,"c!opmenL Presenice teachers must acquire an exten5ive kno......ledge of the

devdopment 01 phonological a ·areness and the process of learning to read. They must be
~ ......Iedi'eable

about children

ho

arc'

e,xperiencing difficulties and know bow to assess and

remediate these difficulties. Additionally. teachers must wxic:rstand the structures of the

language. the phonology.

morphol~". ~"l1w.:. leXt stl'Ul:IUre

and pragmatics. A presenice

l:'duc:uion program for le3Chers should include the foUo .....ing components: {al information about
ho..... our language is struelW"ed. bo...... v.Titten language represents spoken language and what is
required for cbildren to
exposure

[0

read~ at

~ome

proficient readers and (bl a supervised practicwn which includes

all stages of reading development including delay and llITest. Moreover.
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school psychologists who di~ reading disabilities must know how to d.i5tinguish reading

disabilities from other leaming disabilities as ....-ell as how to difftttntiatc between phoneme
3\\,-arenes5

and comprehension difficulties..4,.n understanding of the research on the cognitive and

linguistic correlates of reading problems as well as knowledge afthe kinds of errors children
make at different points in their literacy development is crucial to informed diagnosis and

treaunent recommendations.
Many of the teachers in our schools are not recent graduateS and perhaps are DOt fully
aware of me recent research intO learning to read and reading difficulties. Continuing
prol.:ssionaJ de'\;c!opmcnt for such teachers. especially those who completed their education
programs more lhan ten years ago. is a must. This ongoing education is necessary 00 ensure that
their c:Iassroom practices reflect the knowledge: of reading development which has accwnulated
o\"o:r the past ten 10 fifteen years. As well. it must also address the issue: of idemification and

remediation of reading disabled children. who wcre previously served in segregated classrooms
and were not primarily the: responsibility of Ute regulardassroom teacher. as they are

toda~;.

Curriculwn must also reflect cWTent knowledge of reading developmenL In so doing it
must mo\e= 3\loOlY from its over reliance on whole langtllqle and whole word recognition to
c=ncompass lirsL Ute phonological and phonemic awareness sttategies and then the phonic skills
which are known to facilitate pren:ading and beginning reading skills. particularly in the
population predisposed to develop reading problems (Adams. 1990: ChalJ. 1997: Snow et aJ.
I Q981. Such mo\"es would not onl~" enable children ....ith reading difficulties but all beginning
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readers.. to acquire: more efficient reading skills. While most readers learn to read regardless of

the approach used. research bas shown that most reading disabled children oeed to be explicitly
taught these skills and strategies. including decoding strategies. and provickd with numerous
opponunities in their use. if they are to learn to read as well as they can.
There is evidence recently that some curriculum developers are beginning to consider the
weight of evidence suggesting the need for a more balance approach 10 the teaching of reading.
For example. the

.~tlantic

Provinces language arts curriculum. which promotes a balanced

approach "ith its integration of the phonologicaL ~ntaetic_ semantic and pragmatic euc1ng
systems to leachirli reading. is an ackno""ledgment of the current research which strongl~'
suggests that exposure 10 excellent

litera~ alone.

\\ill

001

ma.lc.e readers out of the entire school

population. Such curriculum initiatives are representative of the direction of other language arts
curriculums across eUlalia.

~ew

Zealand. Australia. the United Kingdom and other pans of the

'"'orld.
Reading methods must chango:. There must be a much gre3.leremphasis on the explicit
teaching of skills. including phonics. Research into reading methods from !he 19005 10 the 1960$
which has seen code-based approaches replaced by meaning.based ones and vice versa. was
analyzed

b~

Jeanne Cballll967\ in her classic wori:... uantingto Read- The Grear Debare. This

researcher states that history has repeatedly and irrefutably demonstrated that code·based
approaches to teaching beginning reading are superior to other methods for all children... but are
crucial for those deemed to be at·risk for reading failure. Things had not changed when Chall

\06
(1983) "'TOte her update ofTht! G,eal Debate. In her more rtt:cnt work.. Are Reading Methods

Changing .4gain? (ChalJ.I997l. she confirms wbat bc:r earlier analyses bave already borne out::
instruction in the code leads to bener results bol.h in word recognition aDd comprehension. Code
based approaches continue to be superior to other methods of leaching beginning reading. What

impLications this has for such literarurc·based approaches as whole language is unknown. What is
known.. however. is thaI pre,rious approaches whic.h explicitly taught children to crack the code

always recommended the teaching of connected reading via good literarure. This time around. we
may be able to many the two approac~ into a unified ODe which. in drawing on the strengths of
each one. enables w to overcome the limitations ofthc other (Chall. 1997; Otuyl &: Krupka..
I qQQ).

~

recent development of new currieulwn in the Atlantic Provinces. which miITors what

is happenin!; in other pans if the world.. is encouraging in its advocacy of a multi-method
approach 10 the teaching of reading. panicularly beginning reading skills.

[f many children need explicil instruction [0 crack the code and learn the alphabetic:

principle:. we must pro"i.de e:'(pliciL systematic instruction in phoneme a....-areness and the use of
the phonetic

ma[e~',

Ho.....ever. the current state of kno..... l~ does not provide us l4ith a

recognized sequence for acquiring such skills. We know that children learn first about words.
dlen syllables. and then iodi\idual phonemes. ',A'e also loa..... that a pan .....ord strategy is inferior
to a phonetic strategy and eventually becomes a negar.ive predictOr of reading abilit)'. This is
particularly true of multisyllabic words. Ha\'mg decided that all children can benefit from the usc
of phonic strategies. we must recognize thai the most beneficial sequence of learning ~ skills
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has Dot yet been determined. We Deed resean:h to identify the specific sequence ofteaehina;
phonetic ikills ,.. . h ich "ill aIlo..... the vast majority of yo~ children to acquire decoding skills in
1M mOSt e:\":ped.ient manner (Badian. 19(7). CbalI (1997) also swc:s that more collaboration
between remedial specialists and reg:ulardassroom lClCbers is oec:dc:d ifwe wish to reduce tfu:
incidence of reading difficulties among children. It is important to note that the weight of
research which advocateS a return to

me systematic. aplicit teaching of me alphabetic principle

is not advocaung a rejection of whole language methods and reinstatement o(-old- phonics
methods. R<.ther. it proposes an integration afthe two. wttich incorporates the best of both

instructional worlds for youn~ children (Chall.

](jq7:

Otuya & KrupkL 1999).

Summary

Early identification and intervention ""ith children c\idencing reading and other langu.age

problems is crucial if we are to reduce

~

incidence of reading difficulties. including reading

disability. in school age children. Research has provided

IJS

"'ith the: knowledge to identify these

children ,"cry arty in life as .....ell as the means to nelp them achieve to their maximum potential.
Early literacy development from infancy through the preschool years. followed by excellent
teachIng practices once the child begiIl$ formal schooling. can make fluent readers OUl of97 [0
qq pen:em 01 the population. The other one to three: pm:ent of school age children. those who

e':idence significant disruption in acquiring fluent reading skills and referred to in the literal\l:te:
as reading di'iabled or dyslexic. must be pro\;ded \\;th remedial and

compensato~' strategies

which \\;U enable them to achieve: 10 the best oftbeir ability. whatever that level is for each

108
individual.
Research since the 19005 through to the

p~t day

bas repeated.ly and

ov~lmingly

demonstrated that the mOSt effective way to help children. particularly dyslexic children. acquire
proficient reading skills is 10 instruct them in the usc afthe alphabetic principle via code based
approa..:hes to teaching beginning reading_ This instruction must be supplemented with the
t~ding. of connected

le)(t.

particu1arl~

good

litera~.

This two-pronged approach has

demonsttaled thaI most children can leam to reld fluently. The challenge for parents. educators
and other professionals l,\uriting "'ith young children is to ensure that the thrust of the research
into teaching. reading and preventing reading problems in young children is disseminated to those
~ponsible for

teaching young children to read.
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